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1. PURPOSE

The purpose of Contract DA36-039-SC-88911 is the design and

construction of engineering and service test models of the

Monitoring Set, Telephone AN/GTA-13, in accordance with the re-

quirements set forth in SCL-4284. The AN/GTA-13 is a 15 channel

monitoring device for use on all types of voice frequency land

lines. The service test model of the AN/GTA-13 consists of a

device having two major components: the Monitor, Audio Frequency

TA-500/GTA-13, herein called the Monitor Unit; and the Indicator,

Digital Display ID-1120/GTA-13, herein called the Dialed Number

tndicator (DNI). Project activity was divided into four major

phases:

Phase 1: System planning in general block diagram

form to establish the operational features

needed and to establish compatibility with

existing telephone systems.

Phase 2, Part A: Translation of the general block diagram

into tentative circuit design.

Part B: Reliability study based on the tentative

circuit design.

Phase 3, Part A: Breadboard testing of the circuit design.

Part B: Mechanical packaging design.

Part C: Construction of engineering test models.

Phase 4: Construction of service test models.

UAT•I~AL •|8NiPI LASI•IIATIUS, WAS I, 3 6.
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This final report covers. all foui= phases of work done during

the period July 1, 1961, to delivery c€:f the service test models

on March 15, 1963.

N&TYUNAL MIEINYIFIC LASUAtRIlS, •AONIN , 3. 2.
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2. ABSTRACT

Design of the two service test models of the Monitoring Set,

Telephone AN/GTA-13 (XE-2) was based on the engineering test models

which underwent performance tests and evaluation at USAERDL, Fort

Monmouth, New Jersey. Few changes in the original design were

necessary.

The AN/GTA-13 monitors any voice frequency land line by means

of a two wire connection to a standard switchboard. As many as

fifteen lines may be monitored simultaneously. Provision is made

for automatic tape recordee control, and a seven digit dialed

number can be recorded and displayed. Electrical circuits are

transistorized. A battery or ac power source may be used. A

reliability study made on the tentative breadboard design resulted

in a predicted reliability which more than meets specifications.

Details of basic system requirements, the reliability study,

circuit design and development, and mechanical design features

are described and discussed in the following report. Typical

electrical performance data also are included.

KAYIO&A SIN~iUIOI LA8lOATggIU, WASOUTINYU U, 6.
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3. REPORTS AND CONFERENCES

3.1 Reports

The following items indicate the title, date, and author of

each report supplied under the subject contract.

3.1.1 First Monthly Progress Summary, August 3, 1961,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.2 Second Monthly Progress Summary, September 5, 1961,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.3 Third Monthly Progress Summary, October 3, 1961,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.4 Fourth Monthly Progress Summary, November 2, 1961,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.5 Fifth Monthly Progress Summary, December 6, 1961,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.6 Special Report No. 1, "Reliability Study for Multi-

line Monitor Set", December 19, 1961, a

Ernest W. Stalder.

3.1.7 Sixth Monthly Progress Summary, January 3, 1962,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.8 Seventh Monthly Progress Summary, February 14, 1962,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.9 Eighth Monthly Progress Summary, March 9, 1962,

Francis E. Stimson.

NATINAL N SINTIVi LAm e AS. W0NeYI. S. 0.
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3.1.10 Ninth Monthly Progress Summary, April 9, 1962,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.11 Tenth Monthly Progress Summary, May 9, 1962,

Francis U. Stimson.

3.1.12 Eleventh Monthly Progress Summary, June 3, 1962,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.13 Certificate of Compliance, June 14, 1962,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.14 Preliminary Engineering Report, Monitor Set,

Telephone, AN/GTA-13(XE-1), Engineering Test Model,

June 21, 1962, Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.15 Interim Report, July 1, 1961 to June 15, 1962,

submitted July 13, 1962, Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.16 Twelfth Monthly Progress Summary, August 8, 1962,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.17 Thirteenth Monthly Progress Summary,

September 7, 1962, Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.18 Fourteenth Monthly Progress Summary,

October 8, 1962, Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.19 Fifteenth Monthly Progress Summary,

November 9, 1962, Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.20 Sixteenth Monthly Progress Sunmary,

December 11, 1962, Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.21 Seventeenth Monthly Progress Summary,

January 11, 1963, Francis E. Stimson.
NATIONAL TIMSIP1O LA MATYOII - WAHISNTo, 0. 9.
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3.1.22 Eighteenth Monthly Progress Summary,

February 11, 1963, Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.23 Nineteenth Monthly Progress Summary, March 8, 1963,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.24 Certificate of Compliance, March 14, 1963,

Francis E. Stimson.

3.1.25 Final Report, July 1, 1961 to March 15, 1963,

submitted March 29, 1963, Francis E. Stimson.

3.2 Conferences

The following is a list of conferences, held during the

period July 1, 1961, to March 15, 1963, and concerning the develop-

ment of the Monitoring Set, Telephone, AN/GTA-13 engineering and

service test models.

3.2.1 July 20, 1961, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey:

In attendance were Messrs. J. F. Faughnan and

B. J. Lemieux of USAERDL, and Messrs. W. C. Green,

F. E. Stimson, and P. J. Mondin of NSL. Basic system

details such as operational features, controls, and

proposed methods of approach to the design problems

were discussed.

3.2.2 August 29, 1961, at NSL, Washington, D. C.: In

attendance were Messrs. Nathan Diesenhaus and

Vernon Gale of USASCSA, Messrs. J. F. Faughnan and

B. J. Lemieux of USAERDL, and Messrs. W. C. Green
NATMOAL •ImNTIPIG LA NmAT9414,. WAIMNSTT. D. 0.
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and F. E. Stimson of NSL. The purpose of the con-

ference was to review progress in general. The

proposed method of telephone line dc recovery was of

particular interest.

3.2.3 October 4, 1961, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New

Jersey: In attendance were Messrs. J. F. Faughnan,

Henry Martinez, Henry Lipschitz, and David Clark of

USAERDL, and Messrs. W. C.. Green, F. E. Stimson,

E. W. Stalder, and P. J. Mondin of NSL. The con-

ference covered two major areas. The first concerned

reliability prediction and the scope of the required

reliability study. The second subject discussed was

that of mechanical packaging. Basic designs that

had met requirements successfully were reviewed, and

proposed methods of approach for the AN/GTA-13 (XE-1)

were discussed.

3.2.4 November 13, 1961, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New

Jersey: In attendance were Messrs. J. F. Faughnan

and Hyman Schwartz of USAERDL, Mr. Vernon Gale of

USASCSA, and Messrs. W. C. Green and F. E. Stimson

of NSL. A proposed amendment to the contract,

Amendment No. 1, was discussed with particular

emphasis placed on the inclusion of NAG-lA/TSEC

specification requirements. Clarification of
"ATNAAL 0GSINTIP19 LANRAT4IIU, WASHINOION, 5, 6.
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certain parts of the specification as applied to the

AN/GTA-13(XE-1) was necessary. The amendment also

proposed making the Dialed Number Indicator a sepa-

rate unit. NSL concluded that this would present

no technical problems. NSL agreed to make additional

tests of the proposed design with reference to the

requirements of NAG-lA/TSEC.

3.2.5 November 29, 1961, at NSL, Washington, D. C.: In

attendance were Mr. J. F. Faughnan of USAERDL,

Mr. Nathan Diesenhaus of USASCSA, and Messrs.

W. C. Green and F. E. Stimson of NSL. There was

further discussion of the implications of proposed

contract Amendment No. 1. Mr. Faughnan indicated

that there was a possibility that the waterproofing

requirement for the AN/GTA-13(XE-l) would be deleted

or changed. The effects of the proposed changes on

the design to date, and progress in general were

discussed. It was concluded by NSL that the proposed

changes would mean some increase in funds and

contract time.

3.2.6 February 5, 1962, at NSL, Washington, D. C.: In

attendance were Mr. J. F. Faughnan of USAERDL,

Mr. Nathan Diesenhaus of USASCSA, and Messrs.

W. C. Green and F. E. Stimson of NSL. The conference
MAYIONAS. SI3UTWN LAmegAT90IS, WAfhIN6?g, 0, 4.
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was held for the purpose of reviewing progress in

general. Messrs. Faughnan and Diesenhaus were shown

an operating breadboard representing two channels

of the Monitor Unit. Noise level tests were made on

the amplifier circuits using a noise meter that

Mr. Faughnan had brought with him. Some recordings

were made of the signal output of the compressor

amplifier on a tape recorder also supplied by

Mr. Faughnan.

3.2.7 April 9, 1962, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey:

In attendance were Messrs. J. F. Faughnan and Henry

Martinez of USAERDL, and Messrs. F. E. Stimson and

Joseph Halchak of NSL. The mechanical design of the

AN/GTA-13(XE--l) was reviewed and discussed with

particular emphasis on several transit case designs

submitted by manufacturers in response to an NSL bid

request. lt was concluded that the 50G transmitted

shock limitation, originally required by NSL, could

not be achieved given the case volume specified in

SCL-4284. A compromise with regard to transmitted

shock vs. case volume would have to be made.

3.2.8 May 31, 1962, at NSL, Washington, D. C.: In atten-

dance were Messrs. J. F. Faughnan, Henry Martinez,

Daniel Laton, and David Treppel of USAERDL, and
NWTS"AL 8SENTIPng LASAT"8II. WAGNIN6O?, *. 6.
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Mr. F. E. Stimson of NSL. Package and transit case

design for the final equipment were discussed. The

visitors were shown the engineering test models of

the AN/GTA-13, which essentially were completed

except for the transit case and shock mounting

systems. Details relating to maintenance and spare

parts were discussed with Mr. Laton, whose primary

concern is the logistics aspect of the AN/GTA-13(XE-i)

The instruction manual requirements were discussed

with Mr. Treppel of the Publications Agency.

3.2.9 June 15, 1962, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey:

In attendance were Messrs. C. A. O'Malley and

J. F. Faughnan of USAERDL, and Messrs. F. E. Stimson

and J. H. Halchak of NSL. The purpose of the con-

ference was to deliver and demonstrate the AN/GTA-13

engineering test models.

3.2.10 August 8, 1962, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey:

In attendance were Mr. J. F. Faughnan of USAERDL,

and Mr. F. E. Stimson of NSL. Preliminary test

results of the acceptance tests on the AN/GTA-13

engineering test models were discussed. The engin-

eering test models were delivered to USAERDL on

June 15, 1962.

NAYIe~qAL NI•tIP LAmlAYIU,~ WANIUTOU. 3. 6.
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3.2.11 September 21, 1962, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New

Jersey: In attendance were Mr. J. F. Faughnan of

USAERDL, and Messrs. W. C. Green and F. E. Stimson

of NSL. Acceptance test results, deficiencies noted

and recommendations made concerning the engineering

test models were discussed. Few changes in the engin-

eering test model design were indicatQd. The most

important of these changes concerned the frequency

response and crosstalk characteristics of the compres-

sor amplifier and the mechanical mounting system

used in the transit cases. It was determined that

the recommended changes could be made.

3.2.12 November 6, 1962, at NSL, Washington, D. C.: In

attendance were Messrs. Adams, Moyer, Lloyd, Goodman,

Damaszek, Barden, Massey, Ritter, Doodie, and Parrish

of ASA; Lt. Harmon of NSA; Mr. Bryant of the Office

of Naval Intelligence; Lt. Kane of the Naval Security

Group; and Messrs. Green and Stimson of NSL. The

conference was held at the request of USAERDL in

order to demonstrate the purpose and capabilities of

the AN/GTA-13 to the above representatives of the

several interested government agencies. A lecture

on the basic theory of operation and a practical

demonstration of the AN/GTA-13 in use was given by

Mr. Stimson.
NA-MAL 961NTIIPC I.AORATm942, WASNINOTh, 0. C.
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3.2.13 November 20, 1962, at NSL, Washington, D. C.: In

attendance were Mr. David Treppel of USAEMSA,

Mr. J. F. Faughnan of USAERDL, Mr. Jack Adams of ASA,

and Messrs. W. C. Green and F. E. Stimson of NSL.

General contract progress was reviewed and the per-

formance of the modified compressor amplifier circuit

was demonstrated. Content and other requirements

for the AN/GTA-13(XE-2) instruction manual were

discussed with Mr. Treppel.

3.2.14 January 15, 1963, at NSL, Washington, D. C.: In

attendance were Mr. J. F. Faughnan of USAERDL and

Mr. F. E. Stimson of NSL. The purpose of the con-

ference was to review progress on the contract. The

probability of a delay caused by late delivery of

Elco Corporation connectors Was discussed and

Mr. Faughnan volunteered the assistance of the

USAERDL component section in obtaining the connectors.

3.2.15 March 15. 1963, at USAERDL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey-

In attendance were Messrs. J. F. Faughnan and

C. A. O'Malley of USAERDL, Mr. David Treppel of

USAEMSA, and Messrs. F. E. Stimson and J. H. Halchak

of NSL. The primary purpose of the trip was delivery

of the AN/GTA-13 service test models to USAERDL.

Changes made by USAEMSA in the instruction manual
NATIONAL IIENTiPIVS LANYATOIIO, WASHINGTON, 3. 0.
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illustrations were discussed and it was mutually

agreed that certain changes were not required for

acceptance of the illustrations.

NATIONAL IlUTIPFIG LAGOOATORIE, WASNINOTON, D. S.
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4. FACTUAL DATA

4.1 General System Considerations

The AN/GTA-13 was designed to monitor a subscriber telephone

line by means of a two wire connection to the line at a switchboard

main frame.

Voice frequency (VF) monitoring on any telephone system is

accomplished by bridging the line with an amplifier of relatively

high input impedance so as not to load the line appreciably. The

VF signal appearing on a line may range from -30 dbm to +10 dbm.

A compressor amplifier is incorporated into the AN/GTA-13 to keep

the output signal range within approximately -15 dbm to +4 dbm.

This signal level range is compatible with any recorder that may

be'used.

In addition to VF signals, the AN/GTA-13 must detect the dc

condition of a common battery, manual or automatic line in order

to operate a supervisory line indicator lamp and to record dialing

information.

A study of the various domestic and foreign systems in use

showed that line battery voltages of 24, 48. and 60 volts are

normally used. The dc recovery circuits of the AN/GTA-13 were

designed with these systems in mind. The AN/GTA-13 will operate

satisfactorily on line voltages between 24 and 60 volts if the

telephone line resistance does not approach the limiting value

for satisfactory switchboard operation. The reasons for this are

discussed further in paragraph 4.10.1.2.
NATIONAL SWNYNTIPIG LAIGAWIU, WAONINSTON, S. 0.
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Due to the many types of systems with which the AN/GTA-13

must be compatible, the dc recovery circuits were designed to

operate on either polariLy of line battery voltage without ref-

erence to earth ground.

The fifteen AN/GTA-13 channels operate independently, and

any combination of line types may be monitored by proper switching

of the dc recovery circuits.

A recorder control feature in each channel operates a relay-

when the VP signal on a line exceeds -30 dbm. The relay contacts

can be used for automatic control of a recorder. The control relay

remains energized for approximately 30 seconds after a line signal

ceases. During operation on a ringdown line, there is no dc super-

visory signal present. In this mode of operation, the AN/GTA-13

line indicator lamp is operated by a VP line signal. The recorder

control circuits are utilized for this purpose; therefore, the

line indicator lamp operates under the same conditions and for the

same interval as the recorder control relay.

A ringing signal will operate the line indicator lamp; and

therefore, will indicate the initiation of a call on ringdown

lines. The termination of a call on ringdown lines normally is

indicated by a ringoff signall but due to the random timing and

sequence of ringing signals, the AN/GTA-13 is unable to use this

information. Supervisory indication on ringdown lines assumes

that a call has been terminated if no signal appears on the line

for 30 seconds.
"ATONAL 091MVIPtO L"O""Nklft. WAS"INGV011, 0, 6-
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4.2 Component Selection and Reliability

A reliability study was conducted on a tentative circuit

design for the AN/GTA-13. The resulting report containing a

detailed account of this study, in accordance with MIL-STD-441,

Phase I, was submitted to USASRDL on December 19, 1961. As the

reliability study progressed, component operating conditions were

reviewed and modified where necessary to achieve the highest relia-

bility factor consistent with space and cost requirements.

4.2.1 General

The reliability study was based mainly on the prediction of

catastrophic failures, those failures resulting from complete fail-

ure of a component due to shorts, open circuits, voltage break-

down, etc. It is difficult, if not impossible, to assign a failure

rate figure to a component which causes equipment failure due to

small parameter change because, in this case, failure is too

dependent upon the circuit design. It must be assumed that the

designer has used the component in a circuit which can tolerate

the expected parameter change. Since transistor parameters are

particularly sensitive to temperature changes, a temperature test

is an excellent check on circuit operation with varying circuit

parameters. The breadboarded circuits, on which the reliability

study was based, were tested at temperatures from -25 0 F to +158 0 F

and were found to operate satisfactorily. For these reasons, the

failure mode was assumed to be one of catastrophic failures

NAYTIAL NIUTIM LAU"AealU, WA*NSTN? 0. 0.
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of the components.

The maximum ambient temperature specified for use of the

Monitor Set is 125 0 F. The maximum temperature inside the set will

not exceed 140 0 F. For the purpose of providing conservative cir-

cuit design and reliability data, failure rates for the components

of the AN/GTA-13 were obtained assuming a maximum environmental

temperature of 158 0 F.

4.2.2 Transistors

Transistor failure rates are dependent primarily on the

total power dissipation. The method of calculating power dissi-

pation in the transistors varied with the application being con-

sidered. Where the dissipation rate was not constant, worst case

conditions were used for reliability analysis.

Germanium transistors were used in the AN/GTA-13 except for

special applications which required high power or low leakage

transistors. Silicon transistors were used in high power portions

of the power supply and in timing circuits where leakage currents

have a detrimental effect. Silicon transistors also were used in

the Nixie tube number indicator circuits where a relatively high

voltage, low leakage transistor is required.

All transistors were selected from the preferred types listed

in SCL-6200. The majority of the switching circuits utilized PNP

type 2N404 and NPN type 2N388 transi3tors. These two transistor

types are used widely and are inexpensive and reliable. The audio

*NAVIAL behIhIIPI LAMO O0118o WAN104oY. a. 4.
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frequency circuits utilized PNP type 2N466 and 2N526 transistors.

Where low power silicon transistors were required, types PNP 2N327A

and NPN 2N696 were used.

For power supply applications, types 2N1489, 2N1483, and

2N1183B transistors were used.

4.2.3 Diodes

Assuming that inverse voltage and forward current ratings are

not exceeded, the power dissipated by a semiconductor diode deter-

mines the failure rate. Worst case conditions were used in calcu-

lating the power level for the reliability analysis.

All semiconductor diodes used in the AN/GTA-13 were selected

from the preferred types listed in SCL-6200.

The reliability study was performed with IN198 germanium

diodes for most low power applications. Later in te development

phase, it was decided to use IN457 silicon diodes in all low power

applications. This decision was prompted by the need for silicon

diodes in some applications. The IN457 diode is a widely used

type and costs less than the IN198.

Several types of the 400 mw, IN600 and IN700 series of Zener

diodes were used.. One watt Zener diodes IN3040B and IN3014 were

used for certain power supply applications. Silicon rectifiers

IN250B and IN540 were used in the power supplies.

NA LMAI I61UTIU LA IASIWN, WAMSIIGVe? , Q.
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4.2.4 Resistors

The majority of the resistors used in the AN/GTA-13 are

1/4 watt, carbon composition, MIL-R-11C resistors. Metal film

resistors type RN65B were used in the warning tone timing circuits.

Resistors conforming to MIL-R-18546C were used in a few power sup-

ply applications.

4.2.5 Capacitors

Depending on value, voltage rating required, and size consid-

erations, capacitors of various dielectrics were used. The types

used and the applicable specifications covering those types are as

follows:

1) Mica capacitors MIL-C-5

2) Paper capacitors MIL-C-25

3) Tantalum capacitors MIL-C-26655A

A power supply filter capacitor conforming to specification

MIL-C-62, which covers values to 1000 ýLf, could not be obtained.

However, the capacitor used is a high reliability computer type

32D, manufactured by Sprague Electric, and should meet or exceed

the necessary requirements.

Due to space limitations, tantalum capacitors were used in

most applications that required capacitances greater than can be

obtained in small mica capacitors.

In the past, these have had typically higher failure rates

than mica or paper capacitors. However, due to the recent missile

-- *~ANINAL inN0YmflO LA0ega~gfgU WAS TNI U 8. 6.
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reliability program, manufacturers are producing more reliable

tantalum capacitors. The tantalum capacitors used in the AN/GTA-13

have predicted failure rates of from 0.005 to 0.01 percent per

1000 hours, indicating a high level of reliability for this type

of capacitor.

4.2.6 Miscellaneous

The transformers, relays, switches, connectors, lamp holders,

and other components were selected to conform to applicable speci-

fications.

4,2.7 Results of the Reliability Study

The reliability requirement for the AN/GTA-13 is described

by'a required mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) of 700 hours, and a

90 percent probability of survival for 72 hours. Since the failure

rate is assumed to be constant, these two factors essentially

specify the same requirement. That is, the reliability R is

defined as:

R = e-t/m

where m = MTBF

if m = 700 hours, and R = 0.90, then

0.90 = e-t/700

thus, t = 73.5 hours

Reliability analysis of the AN/GTA-13 resulted in the pre-

diction of an overall failure rate of 92.9 percent per 1000 hours,

which corresponds to an MTBF of 1075 hours. This means that there
NATIONAL 0I1U•YISU LAe.O.TONIg , WAOHINOUW, S. C.
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is a 90 percent probability of survival for 113 hours.

4.3 Circuit Description. General

The AN/GTA-13 originally was required to be a single unit

with provision for monitoring as many as five lines simultaneously

with the Dialed Number Indicator. Amendment No. 3 to SCL-4284,

dated 4 December 1961, made the Dialed Number Indicator a separate

equipment capable of monitoring fifteen lines simultaneously.

The circuits used in the service test models of the AN/GTA-13

are described in the following text. Few changes in the engineer-

ing test model design were necessary. Where changes were made,

the changes and reasons for the changes are given.

The basic functions provided by the set are given in para-

graphs 4.6 and 4.7. Paragraphs 4.8 and 4.9, in conjunction with

figures 1 and 2, give a block diagram analysis of stage-by-stage

signal flow. A detailed schematic analysis is given in para•-

graph 4.10.

4.4 Component Numbering System

The component numbering system used in the AN/GTA-13 is as

follows:

4.4.1 Monitor Unit

0-299 -- chassis mounted components
300-399 -- card 300, compressor amplifier
400-499 -- card 400, dc recovery
500-599 -- card 500, warning tone
600-699 -- card 600, relay control

NATONAL NIGINTIFIG LAkS.AT.OI, WAOMinOY, 0, 0.
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700-799 -- card 700, audible alarm
800-899 -- card 800, regulator and earphone amplifiers.

4.4.2 Dialed Number Indicator (DNI)

0-99 -- chassis mounted components
100-199 -- card 100, counter
200-299 -- card 200, matrix and indicator drivers
300-399 -- card 300, digit counter
400-499 -- card 400, counter driver

4.5 Controls. Indicators, and Connectors

The controls, indicators, and connectors of the AN/GTA-13

are listed in Tables I and II with a brief description of the

funtion of each item.

4.6 Primary Circuit Functions, Monitor Unit

4.6.1 DC Recovery

The dc recovery circuits consist of input mode switching

and card 400 circuits, which together perform the following

functions:

1) Detect the dc condition of a CB telephone line using

24, 48, or 60 volt battery of either polarity without

relying upon earth ground as a reference.

2) Translate the dc conditions of the line into a super-

visory signal to drive a LINE indicator lamp.

3) Regenerate line dial pulse information for recording

and presentation by the DNI unit.

4) Provide a drive pulse which operates the audible alarm

%ATOAL IMIONTI• LAaM&AT"h11. WAONIN*?N, 9. G.
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circuit when a call is initiated on the monitored line.

4.6.2 Line Selector Circuits

These circuits are located on card 600 and provide selection

of the line whose dial pulse information is to be recorded and

displayed by the DNI.

4.6.3 Voice Frequency Monitoring

The compressor amplifier (card 300) input bridges the moni-

tored line and provides the following functions:

1) Keeps output signal level to tape recorder between -15

and +4 dbm with an input level between -30 and +10 dbm.

2) Supplies a source of the monitored signal to the

earphones.

3) Supplies a source of the monitored signal for operating

the recorder control circuits.

4) Provides a path for injection of the warning tone into

the monitored line.

4.6.4 Warning Tone

A standard 1,400 cps warning tone is generated by card 500

and is fed to each card 300 for injection into the monitored line.

4.6.5 Recorder Control

The recorder control relay circuits on card 600 detect a

line signal greater than -30 dbm and operate a relay whose con-

tacts are used for automatic control of a tape recorder.
NATIONAL UWINTIFI LAGIeAT•OI" WA8UININGN, a. 6.
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4.6.6 Earphone Amplifier

An earphone signal amplifier on card 800 in conjunction with

a 15 position switch, allows the operator to select one of the 15

channels for earphone monitoring.

4.7 Primary Circuit Functions, DNI

4.7.1 Counter Driver

The counter driver card 400 receives dial pulse information

from the Monitor Unit and presents reshaped pulses to the counter

circuits. Card 400 also recognizes the pause between digits of

a telephone number and operates the digit counter card 300.

4.7.2 Digit Counter

The digit counter card 300 receives a pulse from card 400

(above) after each digit of a dialed telephone number. As the

digits are counted by card 300, its output, which corresponds to

the digit being dialed, is used to shift the dial pulses into

the counter (card 100), i. e., the first digit into the first

counter, the second digit into the second counter, etc.

4.7.3 Counter

There are seven counter cards 100, each of which counts the

pulses in one digit of a seven digit telephone number. Each

counter is a four stage binary type using flip-flops.

NAYTS•IaL .e~glivgn LAm*?eA~ti, WAS ?Na m. 5.
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4.7.4 Matrix Card and Indicator Drivers

The output of each counter card 100 drives a matrix card 200,

which translates the binary count into decimal form. The matrix

output lights one of ten digits in a Nixie B-4032 indicator tube.

4.7.5 Reset

The reset driver is located on card 400 and supplies a signal

which resets the counters in the DNI and the line selector circuits

in the Monitor Unit.

4.8 Block Diagram, Monitor Unit, Figure 1

4.8.1 DC Recovery

The primary functions of the dc recovery circuits are to

monitor and translate the dc condition of a telephone line into

a supervisory lamp 'drive signal, and to reconstruct thetdial

pulse information for use by the DNI. The dc component of the

line input signal is fed to a chopper Q403, Q404 through the input

mode selector circuits. The four position INPUT MODE SWITCH and

associated voltage dividers enable the chopper to accommodate 24,

48, or 60 volt telephone lines. In the first position thee INPUT

MODE SWITCH disables the dc recovery input circuits when monitor-

ing ringdown lines which carry no dc supervisory signals. The

chopper, driven by 8 kc oscillator Q401, Q402 samples a dc voltage

when the monitored telephone is off hook. Dialing impulses cause

a similar shift in dc voltage. The low level, on hook, 8 kc

NATIONAL GGINN"4U LAGONAT"Ifh, WAOPINOUUN a. a.
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chopper output is amplified by 0405 and 0406. Complementary

emitter followers 0407 and 0408 furnish a low impedance drive

signal to rectifier CR403. CR403 rectifies the 8 kc signal pro-

viding either a dc voltage representing on hook line condition or

no voltage representing off hook line condition. The first trigger

circuit 0409, 0410 operates upon the dc shift and reshapes the

signal for use by the dial pulse gating system. In the ringdown

mode, a connection through the INPUT MODE SWITCH holds the first

trigger circuit in its on hook condition causing the line indi-

cator lamp to remain OFF unless voice operated by the recorder

control circuits (paragraph 4.8.6). Composite supervisory and

dial pulse information appears at the output of the first trigger

circuit and is fed to the second trigger circuit, however, only

the supervisory information operates the second trigger if gate

0411 is energized. Gate 0411 introduces an RC time constant in

the input to the second trigger circuit which keeps dial pulses

from operating the trigger. The second trigger circuit operates

a line indicator lamp through lamp driver transistor 0414, pro-

viding a visual off hook indication.

4.8.2 Line Selection

Since the AN/GTA-13 monitors up to 15 lines simultaneously

for dialing information, a line selection system is used. This

system selects the first supervisory signal (off hook) that

appears on any line and rejects dialing information on all other

26
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lines until manually reset. There is a line selector flip-flop

0608, 0609 for each of the 15 lines. Assume that all 15 flip-flops

have been reset manually and each is ready to accept a supervisory

signal from its respective line via the second trigger circuit

0412, 0413 and supervisory gate CR408, CR606. Dial pulse AND

gate CR409, CR608 is held closed by its input from the line selec-

tor flip-flop. When a supervisory signal (off hook) appears on

any line, the corresponding line selector flip-flop changes state

and the output from transistor Q609 opens the dial pulse AND gate

which allows any subsequent dial pulses on the selected line to

pass through the gate. The outputs of all dial pulse AND gates

are connected through OR gate diodes CR609 to an emitter follower

0701, common to all channels. The output of Q701 is the dial pulse

information which drives the DNI. The output of the triggered

line selector flip-flop transistor Q608 connects through OR gate

diode CR610, and gate driver 0706, and closes all supervisory AND

gates. With all supervisory AND gates closed, the occurrence of

a supervisory signal on any other line cannot trigger the corres-

ponding line selector flip-flop. Therefore, the dial pulse AND

gates for all lines except the selected line remain closed and

cannot pass dial pulse information. The above condition remains

until the triggered line selector flip-flop is manually reset by

a pulse from the DNI RESET switch. When reset, the line selector

flip-flop closes the dial pulse gate and opens all supervisory

gates. The occurrence of a supervisory signal on any line will
NA&YNAL WI@NTImIS LAiUAT"IM, WAONIYUo T .S.
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then pass through the corresponding supervisory gate and trigger

its line selector flip-flop. Any combination of lines may be dis-

abled by operating the appropriate DIALED NUMBER INDICATOR switches

to OFF. This holds the corresponding line selector flip-flop in

the reset condition. As described above, gate 0411 when energized,

keeps the dial pulses from reaching the line indicator lamp. Gate

Q411 is energized by the line selector flip-flop in its reset mode,

however, when the line selector flip-flop is triggered, transistor

0411 is de-energized allowing dial pulses to reach the line indi-

cator lamp causing it to blink. A blinking indicator lamp shows

which of the fifteen lines is being recorded by the DNI.

4.8.3 Audible Alarm

An alarm is provided which gives an audible indidation of the

occurrence of a supervisory signal on any line. The output of

lamp driver 0414 triggers alarm control flip-flop 0702, 0703

through delayed AND gate CR407. Delayed AND gate CR407 closes

after the first supervisory pulse occurs in order to keep subse-

quent dial pulses from re-triggering the alarm control flip-flop

should it be reset before dialing is completed. When triggered,

the alarm control flip-flop energizes alarm oscillator 0704 which

feeds alarm amplifier 0705. Amplifier 0705 drives the loudspeaker.

The alarm is stopped by operating the ALARM RESET switch to RESET.
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4.8.4 Voice Frequency Monitoring

The voice frequency component of a line input signal is fed

to first amplifier Q302 whose output feeds a compressor network

containing variable resistance diodes CR303 and CR304. The output

of the compressor network feeds second amplifier Q303 whose output

is fed back to the compressor network As & dc current 6upplied by

compressor feedback amplifier Q308 and bridge rectifiers CR305

through CR308. This compressor loop serves to keep the signal

level at the output of second amplifier Q303 relatively constant

with a wide variation in input signal levels. Output amplifier

0304 supplies a 600 ohm VP output signal for recording purposes.

A portion of the signal from the output amplifier of each channel

is'fed to a 15 position rotary switch. The rotary switch is used

to select the line whose signal feeds the earphone volume control.

The VP signal at the volume control is amplified by earphone out-

put amplifier 0804 which drives the operator's earphones.

4.8.5 Warning Tone

The warning tone consists of a 200 msec burst of a 1400 cps

signal every 15 seconds. The 200 msec oscillator gate pulse is

generated by a free-running multivibrator using transistors Q502

and 0503. Emitter followers Q501, 0504, and 0505 are used as

current amplifiers to minimize loading effects on the multivi-

brator RC time constants. The oscillator gate pulse turns on the

1400 cps warning tone oscillator Q507, Q515 by means of emitter

MATWNAL NI YNTINI LAIUAYlI•, WAONI6O44*a, 3.
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follower Q506 and Gate 511. Emitter followers Q508, 0509, and

Q510 provide a low impedance source of warning tone signal which

is distributed to the warning tone amplifier/gate Q305, of each

channel. The warning tone amplifier/gate and emitter followers

Q306 and 0307 apply the warning tone signal to the monitored line

through the line input connection. The warning tone is passed by

amplifier/gate Q305 or~ly when the line is in use as determined by

the presence of a gate signal from lamp driver Q414. The warning

tone may be manually disabled by operating the WARNING TONE switch

to OFF. A small amount of warning tone signal also is fed to the

compressor feedback amplifier Q308. This reduces the gain of the

VF compressor amplifier so that the warning tone level at the

output to tape recorder is at the same level as that applied to

the monitored line.

4.8.6 Recorder Control

A relay controlled by line VF signals provides automatic

control of a recorder. The relay operates when a line signal

exceeding -30 dbm is detected, and once operated, holds for approx-

imately 30 seconds after line signals cease. A VF signal is taken

from first amplifier Q302 by emitter follower Q301 and is amplified

by relay signal amplifier Q601. Trigger circuit Q602, 0603

operates when its input signal exceeds the level produced by a

line signal of -30 dbm. The trigger circuit is used to produce a

square wave signal of constant output regardless of input level

* - A bNAAL bI1N8 IVIS L4 iAT61, WAOMINI ?". 6, I.
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once the triggering threshold is exceeded. The output of the

trigger circuit charges a capacitor in the input circuit of timing

circuit 0605, 0606 through emitter follower 0605. Upon receipt of

a charging signal, timing circuit Q605, 0606 changes state and

energizes the recorder control relay through relay reiver 0607.

Any time a line signal exceeds -30 dbm, the capacitor in the tim-

ing circuit is recharged, thus starting a full 30 second timing

interval. If the line signal ceases for 30 seconds, the timing

circuit returns to its original state, de-energizing the recorder

control relay. The relay contacts are made available through a

radio interference filter. A RECORDER CONTROL switch is provided

for disabling the automatic recorder control. A connection from

the output of relay driver 0607 to the input of the dc recovery

second trigger circuit 0412, 0413 is made through the INPUT MODE

SWITCH in the ringdown mode position. This puts the line indicator

lamp under the control of the relay circuits which then operate

the lamp in the presence of line VF signals. This is necessary

in ringdown operation because there is no line dc to provide

direct supervision. The warning tone, when fed to the monitored

line, appears as a signal greater than -30 dbm and will operate

the relay control circuits. Since, in the ringdown mode, the

warning tone gate signal is supplied by lamp driver 0414, and the

lamp driver operates on a command from the relay driver 0607, the

warning tone would not allow the relay control to de-energize.
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To avoid this, an 800 msec gate pulse renders trigger circuit Q602,

Q603 inoperative each time a warning tone burst is due to appear.

This pulse is supplied by pulse amplifier Q514 and is generated by

one-shot multivibrator Q512, 0513. The one-shot multivibrator

is triggered by the leading edge of each 200 msec warning tone

oscillator gate pulse from multivibrator 0502, Q503.

4.8.7 Power Supply

The unregulated +24 v dc power for the Monitor Set may be

derived either from a transformer, rectifier system supplied by

115 or 230 v dc, 60 cps or directly from a 24 v dc battery or

vehicular supply. The +24 v dc is reduced by series regulator 01

to a regulated +15 v dc. Error signal feedback for regulation is

provided by differential amplifier 0802, 0803, amplifier 0801,

and regulator driver 02.

4.9 Block Diagram-, DNI. Figure 2

4.9.1 Counter Driver

The dial pulses from the Monitor Unit enter trigger-circuit

0401, 0402 where they are re-shaped and fed to emitter follower

0403. An output of emitter follower 0403 feeds one input of each

of the seven counter AND gates CR101. The other output of 0403

operates delayed trigger 0404, 0405. The output of the delayed

trigger changes state upon receipt of a series of dial pulses

representing one digit of a telephone number. The time constant
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of the trigger circuit is such that it cannot return to its orig-

inal state between dial pulses but does return during the pause

between dialed digits.

4.9.2 Digit Counter

The trailing edge of the delayed trigger pulse, therefore,

represents the end of each digit of a number and is fed to a digit

counter through AND gate CR325. Assume that gate CR325 is open

and can pass the pulse. The pulses representing the end of each

digit are counted by a three stage binary counter using bistable

flip-flops, Q301 through Q306. The digit counter flip-flops feed

six input lines of a diode matrix CR301 through CR324. The matrix

translates the binary count to decimal form and energizes matrix

output lines 1 through 7 in turn as the seven digits of a tele-

phone number are dialed.

4.9.3 Dial Pulse Counter

Each of the seven matrix output lines is used as the enabling

input to an AND gate CR101 which feeds the seven, four stage

dialed number counters. As described above, the other input to

each gate CR101 is the dial pulse line from 0403. The digit

counter and associated matrix, therefore, routes the first digit

dial pulses to the first counter, the second digit to the second

counter, etc., until the seventh and last digit has been dialed.

At this time, the eighth matrix line closes gate CR325 to keep

any further pulses from changing the number already displayed by
NATIONAL SIBNTIFG LAOATONIeU, WASHNINTON. 0 4.
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the DNI. Assume that line one of the digit counter matrix is

energized and AND gate CR101 of the first counter is open, awaiting

receipt of the first digit of a telephone number. When the first

digit is dialed (assume the number 5), the pulses are counted by

a four flip-flop binary counter, Q101 through 0108.

4.9.4 Indicator

The count in binary form is fed to an eight input diode matrix

CR201 through CR235. The matrix translates the count to decimal

form and energizes the 5th line of ten output lines. The ener-

gized 5th line lights the corresponding numeral in a 0-9 indicator

tube through a driver transistor 0205. At the end of the first

digit, the digit counter closes AND gate CR101 for the first

counter and opens AND gate CR101 for the second counter. The

second through the seventh digit are counted and displayed in the

same manner as described for the first digit.

4.9.5 Feedback Driver

Feedback driver 0109 in each counter is used to keep the

counters from counting past 10. Certain counts greater than 10

would result in two or more indicator numerals being lighted

should extraneous pulses enter the Monitor Unit due to a defective

telephone dial, or a bad connection, etc.

NATINAL ECINTYU .AIbeAORatIg., WAU.IU.SU, D.
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4.9.6 Reset

The stored count in the digit counter and the seven dial

pulse counters is removed by a 350 msec reset pulse generated by

reset multivibrator Q406, Q407. The multivibrator is manually

triggered by operating the RESET pushbutton. The reset pulse

returns each flip-flop to its zero state through a reset diode

connected to the proper collector of each flip-flop. The RESET

switch is a two pole switch. The second pole provides a pulse

which resets the line selector flip-flops in the Monitor Unit.

4.9.7 Power Supply

Power for the transistor circuits comes from the Monitor Unit

+24 v dc and regulated +15 v dc supplies. The number indicator

tubes require +180 v dc which is supplied by a transistor dc to

dc converter Ql, Q2 powered by +24 v dc. The oscillator output

is transformed to a higher voltage, rectified by CR1 through CR4

and fed to the indicator tubes as +180 v dc.

4.10 Detailed Schematic Analysis

4.10.1 DC Recovery

4.10.1.1 Initial Methods

One of the originally proposed methods Ls operated on a line

voltage change detected by a high resistance, parallel line

connection. When a line is not in use, the voltage at the point

of connection of the main frame reaches battery voltage minus some

small voltage loss in the switchboard resistance due to subscriber
uAtimaw. UIeNYIPIi LA6oESAGATik. W*INuOeON, NJ 4.
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line leakage current. In the off-hook condition, line current in

the subscriber circuit produces a voltage decrease at the point of

connection. The voltage drops to less than half the nominal bat-

tery voltage.

A fraction of this voltage change is supplied by a load iso-

lating resistance pad fed the input of a dc anplifier. A relay

was energized by the dc amplifier and provided a supervisory sig-

nal source. The relay isolated the monitored line potentials

from ground and from the monitor circuits. The dc amplifier was

powered by its own transistorized power converter, thus affording

complete dc isolation of the dc recovery circuits. This method

was not adopted for the following reasons:

1) At least one-half watt of power for each detector would

be required.

2) Stability of dc amplifier and power ccnverter would be

a problem.

3) Relay reliability is inherently poor.

4) High level signals produced by the power converter oscil-

lator would be difficult to isolate from the line.

Consideration was given to using a sensitive relay, operated

directly in parallel with the line. Several circuits were tried

but were unsuccessful. A relay sensitive enough to not load the

line excessively is by nature a large delicately adjusted unit

with high-inductance coils. The size and fragility of such a

device is reason enough to prohibit its use. It became obvious
NATONAL *I3NYTIUIG L.SY"egU, WASHINGYU. 0, G.
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also that an ultra-sensitive relay had operate and release times

of 50 to 100 msec, and therefore, could not follow dial pulses.

Dial pulsing could be detected by other means, but the super-

visory function would depend upon a relay. Mechanical limitations

of the relay caused both of these ideas to be rejected.

Another method, utilizing transformer ac coupling to the line,

was breadboarded. In this system, the telephone line voltage

transitions were used to operate a bi-stable circuit. Although

this circuit was made relatively insensitive to random line tran-

sients of short duration, a transient of long duration, such as

would be caused by lightning or even a ringing signal on the line,

occasionally would leave the supervisory lamp in the wrong con-

dition. This system also was rejected.

4.10.1.2 Final DC Recovery Input Circuits,

Figures 3, 4 and 5

The dc recovery method used utilizes a transistorized low

level chopper, which samples a small portion of the telephone

line voltage. A simplified diagram of the chopper input circuits

is shown in figure 4. The component values in figure 4 are those

which are in the circuit when the INPUT MODE switch is set for

24 volt line monitoring.

When the line is in the on-hook condition (telephone hand-

set on hook) the voltage at the line connection is approximately

24 volts. Current through the resistor-Zener diode combination

results in a voltage drop of approximately 150 mv across. R403.
LASONAL "ORNTIPV LASSATWU, W#NHUVU. D. S.
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This is the voltage which is sampled by the chopper. When the

line is in the off-hook condition, the voltage at the line connec-

tion drops to less than 12 volts. Since a 12 volt Zener diode is

in the series circuit, all of the voltage appears across the Zener

diode, and the voltage across R403 drops to zero. Therefore, the

chopper samples a voltage which is either 150 my or zero, for

telephone circuits with subscriber lines of varying lengths.

A study of several types of switchboards has shown that the

maximum loop resistance that can be tolerated does not exceed the

central office resistance. The assumption of equal loop and

central office resistance therefore was taken as the worst case

condition under which the Monitor Unit will be required to operate.

It can be seen that, in a 24 volt system, if the loop and central

office resistance is equal (representing a long line), off-hook

voltage at the point of monitor connection will be 12 volts, and

zero volts will be presented to the chopper.

Two Zener dibdes$RB8andCR9l), connected in opposite polar-

ities, are used in the circuit so that the dc recovery circuit

will operate on either line battery polarity. The preceding dis-

cussion was based on 24 volt operation. In 48 and 60 volt systems,

the voltage across sampling resistor R403 is maintained at the

zero and 150 my levels by switching to appropriate series resistors

and Zener diodes. This is done by the INPUT MODE switch (figure 3).

It should be pointed out that the Monitor Unit will operate

on line battery voltages between the normal 24, 48, and 60 volts
U*YUUAL SUUUY,• Laird'temP, WASNBSS, 3, 4.
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if the subscriber line resistance does not approach the limit.

On foreign systems, for instance, if the battery voltage is 24 to

40 volts, the 24 volt INPUT MODE switch position should be used.

For 40 to 55 volt systems, the 48 volt position should be used.

For systems 55 volts or higher, the 60 volt position should be

used.

Ccpacitors C31'and C32 (figures 3 and 4) are used to keep the

8 kc chopper signal from being fed back into the monitored line.

4.10.1.3 DC Recovery, Card 400, Figure 5

The chopper and the remainder of the dc recovery circuits are

located on card 400. As was described in paragraph 4.10.1.2, the

on-hook voltage appears across resistor R403 as approximately

150 my. This voltage is sampled at an 8 kc rate by chopper tran-

sistors 0403 and Q404. The chopper transistors receive their

square wave base drive signal through transformer T401 from a

free running multivibrator (transistors 0401 and 0402) which

operates at a nominal 8 kc rate. The chopped 150 my is trans-

formed to a chassis reference through transformer T402. Since

transistors Q403 and Q404 operate at a low level and receive

adequate base drive current, the chopper operates equally well on

either polarity of the dc line voltage which appears across

resistor R403.

The 8 kc signal appearing at the secondary of transformer

T402 is amplified by a highly stabilized amplifier made up of
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transistors 0405, 0406, 0407, and 0408. This ac signal then is

rectified by diode CR403 and filtered by capacitor C407 to remove

most of the 8 kc component. The dc voltage thus obtained furnishes

current to the base of transistor 0409. Transistors 0409 and 0410

make up a trigger circuit whose output corresponds to the telephone2
line dc condition. When the 8 kc signal is present (on-hook con-

dition), the emitter of transistor 0410 is near +15 volts. When

the 8 kc signal is not present (off-hook condition), the base of

transistor 0409 receives no drive current, and the emitter of

transistor 0410 is near ground. The signal through diode CR409

at pin 400-21 (card 400, pin 21) is therefore a reconstruction

of the supervisory and dial pulses which appear on the monitored

line. The signal at this point is not used for supervisory pur-

poses, however. The filtering action of resistor R420 and capaci-

tor C407 keep transients, which are considerably shotter than

dial pulses, from operating the circuit.

The voltage appearing at the emitter of transistor 0410

is coupled through diode CR404, resistor R425, and resistor R431

to the base of transistor 0412. Transistors 0412 and 0413 com-

bine to form another trigger circuit. The output of transistor

0413 drives a supervisory lamp (LINE indicator lamp, figure 3)

through driver transistor 0414.

Transistor 0411 and associated circuits keep the LINE indi-

cator lamp 116 from. blinking on and off during dialing impulses,

unless the channel being analyzed is the one being recorded by
WATmAL GWUTOYI,. LAmAeAT40". WAGaSOTue P. 6.
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is not being recorded. The voltage at pin 400-12 is near zero,

thereby supplying base current to transistor Q411 through diode

CR405 and resistor R427. The collector to emitter junction of

transistor 0411 then can provide a low impedance path for capac-

itor C408 to the +15 volt line. In the off-hook condition, the

emitter of transistor 0410 is near zero volts, therefore capacitor

C408 changes to almost 15 volts through diode CR404 and resistor

R425. During a series of dial pulses, the voltage at transistor

Q410 emitter switches toward +15 volts in a series of pulses.

During the series of pulses, the time constant of capacitor C408

and resistor R431 through the base of transistor 0412 is suffi-

ciently long to keep transistor 0412 saturated between pulses.

The LINE indicator lamp therefore remains on during dial pulses.

If the channel under discussion is to record dial pulses, then the

voltage at pin 400-13 is near +12 volts and transistor Q411 is

turned off. Capacitor C408 no longer has a low impedance return

through transistor Q411, and the dial pulses couple through tran-

sistors 0412, 0413, and 0414 causing the LINE indicator lamp to

blink at dial pulse rate.

Gating diode CR407 furnishes a negative going pulse from

the collector of transistor 0414 to audible alarm card 700 (para-

graph 4.10.4) each time the LINE indicator lamp indicates that a

lii.a has been picked up. The RC network in the emitter circuit

of transistor 0414 disables the gate after one pulse, so that dial
NATNAL ,IuyInS LAUATYIS. WANINhU, 0. S.
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pulses will not re-trigger the alarm after it has been reset

manually.

In the ringdown mode of operation, 24 v dc power is removed

from the chopper oscillator transistors Q401 and 0402 by the INPUT

MODE switch S64 (figure 3). The INPUT MODE switch also connects

the base of transistor Q409 to zero volts through pin 400-14 and

resistor R439 to keep the LINE indicator lamp off unless it is

operated by the relay control circuit (paragraph 4.10.8). In this

mode of operation, the LINE indicator lamp is operated by a nega-

tive going signal derived from relay control card 600 through the

INPUT MODE switch and pin 400-15.

The dial and supervisory output signals used for dialed

number recording appear at pins 400-21 and 400-20, respectively.

4.10.1.4 Modification, Card 400, Figure 5

Tests made on the service test model of the dc recovery cards

revealed borderline operation of the line selector flip-flop tran-

sistors°Q608 and Q609 (paragraph 4.10.2), when triggered by the

supervisory output signal. This signal is generated by trigger

circuit transistors 0412 and 0413 (paragraph 4.10.1.3). It was

discovered that, although the supervisory pulse had sufficient

final amplitude, the leading edge rise time was slowed consider-

ably by the loading reflected to the supervisory signal (emitter

of 0413) by the initial low resistance of the supervisory lamp.

A 1.5 k ohm resistor, R429, was added between the emitter of
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Q413 and the base of 0414 to help isolate the trigger circuit from

lamp loading.

4.10.2 Line Selection, Card 600, Figure 6.

Since the AN/GTA-13 monitors up to 15 lines simultaneously

for dialing information, a line selection system is used. This

system selects the first supervisory signal (off-hook) that

appears on any line and rejects dialing information on any other

line until manually reset. The line selector circuits are

physically located on card 600.

A bistable multivibrator (flip-flop) for each of the 15 lines,

transistor 0608 and 0609, provides the basic logic element for line

selection. Assume that all 15 flip-flops have been reset manually

and that they await a supervisory signal from any line. In the

reset condition, the collector of flip-flop transistor 0608 is at

12 volts; the collector of transistor Q609 is at 2 volts. The

collectors of all the 15 0608 transistors are connected, through

OR gate diodes CR610 and pin 600-11, to the base of emitter fol-

lower Q706 through pin 700-1 (card 700, figure 7). The emitter

follower Q706 through pin 700-4 is connected in turn to all AND

gate diodes CR606 through pin 600-10. In the on-hook condition,

all cards 600 have near zero volts at pin 600-5 because of the

connection to the supervisory signal output (pin 400-20). When a

supervisory signal (off-hook) is received on any line, the signal

at pin 600-5 switches toward +15 volts. This positive transition

UAYIUAL IIUSiU LAUAISO.NII• W&AWON, O, g4
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couples through capacitor c605 and changes the selector flip-flop

associated with that line to the SET condition. The transistor

0608 collector of that flip-flop is now at 2 volts. The voltage

at the junction of resistors R621 and diodes CR606 of all channels

is shifted to 2.5 volts by the coupling through all the CR606

diodes, transistor 0706, and diode CR610 to the collector of tran-

sistor 0608 of the SET flip-flop. Since this action causes the

junction of diode CR606 and resistor R621 of all cards to be held

at 2.5 volts, the occurrence of another supervisory signal on any

line cannot cause a positive going pulse to operate the associated

flip-flop. The collector of transistor 0609 of the SET flip-flop

is now at 12 volts, and through its connection through pins 600-13

and 400-13 to 0411, allows the associated LINE indicator'lamp to

blink during dialing (paragraph 4.10.1.3).

Any combination of the 15 channels may be monitored simultane-

ously by operating the Monitor Unit DIALED NUMBER INDICATOR

switches to the appropriate position (figure 3). These switches

in the OFF position hold the selector flip-flop transistors 0608

and 0609 of the disabled channels in the reset condition through

pin 600-8.

The selector flip-flops are reset manually by momentarily

pulling the collector of each flip-flop transistor Q608 toward

15 volts. This is done by a positive going signal which origilý

nates in the DNI (paragraph 4.10.16) and is received through pin

600-11 and OR gate diodes CR610.
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4.10.3 Dial Pulse Gating, Card 600, Figure 6.

Since only the selector flip-flop (transistors Q608 and 0609)

associated with the channel to be recorded on the D1NI is operated

at any given time, its transistor Q609 collector signal is used as

one input (diodes CR608) to a series of 15 AND gates. The other

input to each AND gate (pin 600-7) is the dial pulse information

derived from its corresponding dc recovery card (400-21, paragraph

4.10.1.3). The output of all 15 AND gates (diodes CR608 and CR409)

are combined in a 15 input OR gate made up of 15 diodes CR609.

When all line selector flip-flops are in the reset condition,

the collector (transistor Q609) maintains the junction of diode

CR608 and resistor R631 at 2 volts. When a supervisory signal is

received on any line, the corresponding selector flip-flbp is

triggered to the set condition, as previously explained (paragraph

4.10.2). The collector (0609) of the triggered flip-flop goes to

12 volts, thus disconnecting gate diode CR608 and allowing any

dial pulse information on that channel through pin 600-7 to appear

across resistor R631.

The dial pulse information on the selected channel couples

through diode CR609 to the base of transistor 0701 (figure 7), an

emitter follower used to provide a low impedance source for the

dial pulses. From this point, the dial pulses reach the DNI

chassis through pin 700-10, J3 and the DNI interconnecting cable.
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4.10.4 Audible Alarm, Card 700, Figure 7

The alarm consists basically of a flip-flop, blocking

oscillator, and power amplifier, which drive a standard telephone

earpiece TA-235.

A flip-flop, transistors Q702 and Q703, is used to gate the

blocking oscillator transistor Q704 on and off. In the reset con-

dition (alarm off), the collector of transistor Q703 is at 11.5

volts. From the junction of a voltage divider, resistors R715 and

R716, diode CR702 biases the base of blocking oscillator transistor

Q704 sufficiently positive so that it will not operate. When the

flip-flop receives an input pulse from any card 400, pin 400-17

through 700-14, it is triggered to the SET condition. This triggex

pulse appears upon operation of any LINE indicator lamp, as des-

cribed in paragraph 4.10.1.3. In the SET condition, transistor

Q703 collector is at 2.8 volts. The junction of resistors R715

and R716 is now sufficiently negative with respect to the base

circuit of transistor Q704 that diode CR702 disconnects and the

blocking oscillator operates. The output of the oscillator drives

a power amplifier stage transistor Q705 which, in turn, drives

the TA-235 transducer LS1 (figure 3).

The alarm is reset manually by operating switch S3 (figure 3)

which pulls the collector of transistor Q702 toward zero volts

through pin 700-15, and thus resets the gating flip-flop to its

original condition.
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4.10.5 Warning Tone Generator, Card 500, figure 8

4.10.5.1 Final Circuit

The warning tone generator is used to generate a 200 msec

burst of a 1,400 cps signal every 15 seconds. The timing is

done by a free-running multivibrator whose two halves have unequal

operating times. One half consists of transistors Q501 and Q502,

and the other half consists of transistors Q503, Q504, and 0505.

The half which generates the 15 second interval uses capacitors

C501, C502, and resistor R501 as the time determining elements.

Because of the necessarily high resistance of resistor R501, tran-

sistor Q501 is used as a current amplifier in the base circuit of

transistor Q502. Q501 is a silicon transistor in order to minimize

the effects of transistor leakage currents on the time constant of

the RC network.

The half of the multivibrator which generates the 200 msec

interval uses resistor R504 and capacitor C503 as the timing RC.

Transistors 0504 and 0505 provide the current necessary to charge

two parallel, 39 4f capacitors C501 and C502 during the short

200 msec interval during which transistor Q503 is saturated. The

gating signal output is taken from the collector of transistor

Q502 and feeds emitter follower transistor 0506, which is used to

avoid timing errors due to loading. The gating signal consists

of a 200 muec, +15 volt pulse every 15 seconds.

The 1,400 cycle signal is generated by a phase shift oscil-

lator (transistors Q507 and 0515) which is gated on for 200 msec
Ma~inON&AS g6TUYUFqg S.AlkAW WA1N•IN~eUO. S.C.
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every 15 seconds by the signal described in paragraph 4.10.5.1.

During the 15 second interval, the oscillator does not have suffi-

cient gain to operate because of degeneration due to its unbypassed

emitter resistor R512. When the 200 msec gating pulse occurs,

transistor Q506 emitter goes to +15 volts and allows 6 volt Zener

diode CR502 to disconnect, thus causing transistor Q511 base cur-

rent to be supplied through resistor R519. Transistor Q511 sat-

urates, due to the supplied base current, and provides a current

path to the +15 volt line for emitter bypass capacitor C507. The

Qecillator runs for 200 msec, at which time the gating pulse is

removed and the emitter of transistor Q506 goes to near zero volts.

The base of transistor Q511 follows to +6 volts because of the

Zener diode voltage drop; transistor Q511 is turned off and no

longer supports capacitor C507 current. The oscillator stops

until another 200 msec gating signal appears.

Potentiometer R511 permits adjustment of the warning tone

output level. Emitter followers Q508, Q509, and 0510 provide a

low impedance warning tone signal source common to all channels

through pin 500-23, and minimize loading of the phase shift

oscillator.

Each time the 200 msec gate pulse appears, a monostable

multivibrator (transistors Q512, Q513) is triggered by a positive

pulse from transistor Q502 and operates for approximately 800 msec,

as determined by capacitor C510 and resistor R522. This signal is

inverted and made into a low impedance, negative going 800 msec
MATYNAL "ISRTIPVI LAB"SAIPOIS., WASNIH0 ON, . 4,.
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pulse by current amplifier transistor Q514 at pin 500-22. This

pulse is used as a gating signal in card 600 to keep the warning

tone burst from triggering the relay control (paragraph 4.10.8).

4.10.5.2 Modification of Engineering Test Model Design

The original design incorporated a single transistor , 0507,

in the phase shift oscillator. Low temperature tests revealed

that some production transistors 2N466 did not have sufficient

gain to operate properly in the phase shift oscillator. The re-

sult was slow starting of the oscillator, which, in turn, abnor-

mally shortened the 200 msec warning tone. The problem was solved

by the addition of emitter follower Q515 in the oscillator feed-

back loop to assure sufficient current gain for proper operation

of the oscillator under all conditions.

4.10.6 Compressor Amplifier, Card 300, Figure 9

4.10.6.1 Final Circuit

The primary of input transformer T301 bridges the monitored

line (pins 300-3 and 300-4), and the secondary feeds amplifier

transistor stage Q302. The transformer has a 6.7 to 1 impedance

ratio. The secondary load is determined mainly by resistors R304

and R306 in parallel (1.4 k ohm) which, when reflected into' the

primary, presents approximately 9 k ohm load to the monitored line.

The diodes CR301 and CR302 serve to protect transistor Q302 from

high voltage transients that may appear on the line. One output

from transistor 0302 feeds em:.tter follower transistor Q301 througb
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resistor R303. The output signal from transistor 0301 (pin 300-9)

is used to drive the relay control circuits (paragraph 4.10.8).

The other output of transistor 0302 through capacitor C304

drives the gain controlling elements of the compressor, resistor

R311, and diodes CR303 and CR304. Resistor R311, diodes CR303 and

CR304 form a voltage divider whose resistance ratio is varied by

changing the current (hence, the resistance) through the diode

pair. The diode pair is in series to the dc control current and

in parallel to the VF signal being controlled, because of bypass

capacitors C305 and C306. The controlled signal is taken from the

voltage divider network through capacitor C307 and fed into ampli-

fier stage transistor Q303. The stage used to provide control

current for diodes CR303 and CR304 takes its input signal from the

collector load circuit of transistor 0303. The signal is amplified

by transistor Q308, which drives transformer T303. The output of

transformer T303 is rectified by diodes CR305 through CR308, and

filtered by capacitors C317 and C318. The resulting dc is fed to

diodes CR303 and CR304 as control current. It can be seen that

if the VF signal at the collector of transistor Q303 increases,

there is more current through the control diodes, lowering their

resistance in the voltage divider so as to offset partially any

change in signal level.

The compressed signal which appears at the collector of

transistor 0303 is coupled to a power output stage transistor

Q304 through potentiometer R319, which provides a manual gain
UA

4
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control. The output stage transistor 0304 and transformer T302

provide a nominal 600 ohm output signal to a front panel jack 19

(figure 3) for recording purposes. The system maintains a -15 dbm

to +4 dba amplifier output signal with a -30 dbm to +10 dbm input

signal.

The R-L-C networks in the emitter circuit of transistor 0304

provide a sharp cutoff frequency response above 3,300 cps. Re-

sistors R324 and R325 form an isolation pad whose output (pin 300-

23) goes to an earphone LINE SELECTOR switch S4 (figure 3).

4.10.6.2 Modifications of Engineering Test Model Design

The first modification was made to improve the crosstalk

attenuation between channels. The crosstalk attenuation was in-

creased to more than 60 db by changing inductor L301, an open

pie wound inductor, to a shielded toroid type. The spacing of the

plug-in cards is necessarily small, and the open inductors pro-

duced too much inductive coupling between cards for satisfactory

crosstalk attenuation.

The frequency response was originally within ±1 db, from

500 cps to 3,300 cps, with a 0 dbm input signal. At low signal

levels, however, the response below 1 kc dropped too rapidly. In

order to extend the low frequency response at low levels, the

value of input coupling capacitor C301 was increased from 0.02 pf

to 0.22 pLf. The feedback control provided by transistor Q308

was made more uniform toward the low frequency limit of operation
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by increasing the stage regeneration. This was accomplished by

adjusting the values of resistors R327 and R328 to provide in-

creased collector to base feedback.

The warning tone level which appears at the output of the

compressor amplifier was reduced from approximately 0 dbm to

-10 dbm. This was done by adding resistor R344 between the output

of warning tone emitter followers 0306 and 0307 and the base cir-

cuit of the feedback amplifier 0308. This reduces the warning

tone output level by introducing the warning tone signal to the

compressor feedback circuits which cause the amplifier gain to be

reduced during the 200 msec warning tone output.

4.10.7 Warning Tone Coupling, Card 300, Figure 9

The warning tone signal which appears at card 500, pin 23,

is connected to all compressor amplifier cards 300, pin 10. Since

the warning tone circuits are a source of crosstalk coupling,

considerable isolation between warning tone coupling circuits is

necessary. The isolation is provided by series resistor R342,

amplifier traitsistor 0305, and complementary emitter follower

transistors Q306 and 0307. Amplifier transistor Q305 also serves

as a gate for the warning tone. The warning tone is disabled

manually by operating the WARNING TONE switch S34 (figure 3) to

OFF, thereby shorting the collector signal of 0305 to the +15 volt

line.

Since it is undesirable to have a warning tone applied to a
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monitored line when the line is not in use, the tone is gated off

automatically by a signal from the supervisory circuits, card 400,

pin 16. When a line is not in use, the signal at pin 400-16, and

therefore a pin 300-6, is near zero volts. This pulls the emitter

of transistor 0305 negative with respect to its base through

resistor R341, Zener diode CR309. In this condition, transistor

Q305 is turned off and cannot pass the warning tone signal. When

the supervisory signal (pin 400-16) is at 10 volts (line in use),

the 6 volt Zener diode CR309 cannot conduct, and the amplifier

transistor Q305 operates normally and passes the warning tone.

4.10.8 Relay Control, Card 600, Figure 6

A relay controlled by line VF signals is ued to provide

automatic control of a recorder. The relay circuits operate when

a line signal exceeding -30 dbm is detected. Once operated, the

relay holds for approximately 30 seconds after removal of the

line signal.

The control input signal is derived from the compressor

amplifier card 300, pin 9. The input signal at pin 600-2 connects

to potentiometer R601. R601 is a gain control potentiometer set

to operate the relay with a -30 dbm line signal. The signal from

potentiometer R601 is amplified by transistor Q601 and operates

a trigger circuit, transistors 0602 and 0603. The trigger circuit

provides a definite operating point with minimum hysteresis, and

also provides an output signal of constant amplitude regardless
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of input level once the triqgering point is exceeded.

The relay holding interval of 30 seconds is determined by

resistor R612 and capacitor C604 in the input of another trigger

circuit, transistors Q604, Q605, and Q606. Q607 is a relay driver

transistor. When an input signal exceeding -30 dbm is received,

trigger circuit transistors Q602 and Q603 operate, and the emitter

of transistor Q603 switches toward 15 volts. Capacitor C604 is

rapidly charged through resistor R611 and diode CR601. When capa-

citor C604 starts charging, resistor R612 no longer supports base

current in transistor Q604, and the trigger circuit changes state.

In this condition, base current for the relay driver Q607 is sup-

plied through transistor Q606 to energize the relay K15 (figure 3).

Each time an input signal exceeds -30 dbm, capacitor C604 receives

a full charge. If no input signal is received for approximately

30 seconds, capacitor C604 discharges to 5 volts and the trigger

circuit returns to its original state, de-energizing the relay.

The relay K15 (figure 3) contacts 4 and 6 are wired in series with

RECORDER CONTROL switch S39 (figure 3) to front panel jack J19

(figure 3). Switch S39 is used to disable the automatic recorder

control function, if desired. The relay contact lines are fil-

tered by filter FL18 to minimize radio interference.

During ringdown operation, the relay control circuits are

used to operate the LINE indicator lamp simultaneously with relay

operation. This is done by a connection from the collector of

transistor Q607 through resistor R620, diode CR603, and INPUT
dATMAeL 061oMaIftO LAMW10A9ud. WAM0N1"Ou 9, ,.
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MODE switch S64 (figure 3), to the base of LINE indicator lamp

drive transistor Q412 (figure 5).

A gating system is provided to keep the warning tone, fed

to a monitored line at a -10 dbm level, from operating the relay

control circuit. Since the relay holding interval is longer than

the repetition rate of the warning tone, the supervisory circuit

could never gate off the warning tone after other line signals

had ceased. An 800 msec negative going pulse (pin 600-4) that

occurs with each warning tone burst is connected through diode

CR610 to the collector of trigger circuit transistor Q602. This

pulse forces the collector to remain in its no signal condition

during each warning tone burst. This 800 msec signal is derived

from card 500 and is generated as described in paragraph 4.10.5.

4.10.9 Power Supply, Figure 10

The basic power requirement for the Monitor Unit is un-

regulated 24 v dc at 1.35 amperes. This can be supplied either

by batteries, a vehicular supply, or a built in transformer-

rectifier power supply for 115 v ac or 230 v ac operation.

During 24 v dc operation, the voltage connects to the

Monitor Set through pins D and C (GRD) of AC-DC POWER jack J2.

Filter assembly FL-3 reduces conducted radio interference.

Switch S1 is the power on-off switch, and diode CR3 is used to

protect the Monitor Unit circuits from damage due to improper

battery polarity connection. The 24 v line is fused by F3.

NATOAIL 9I616 iPiM LAIWAT9i0SI. WAg9HNU U,. .,
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During ac line operation, the power line connects to pins A

and B of jack J2. Filters FL1 and FL2 provide radio interference

suppression. The 115 v ac line is fused by Fl. Switch Si is the

power on-off switch. Either 115 v ac or 230 v ac operation is

selected by switch S2, which connects the split primary windings

of transformer Tl in parallel for 115 v ac, and in series for

230 v ac operation. F2 fuses the line during 230 v ac operation.

The 24 v dc is derived from a full wave rectifier system using

the center tapped secondary of transformer T1 and rectifiers CRI

and CR2. Filtering is done by capacitor Cl.

A regulated 15 v dc supply is used for most of the Monitor

Set circuits. A series regulator transistor 01 receives unregu-

lated 24 v dc and regulates to 15 v dc. Driver transistor Q2 and

the regulator amplifier circuits on card 800 (paragraph 4.10.10)

furnish the feedback signal to transistor Qi.

4.10.10 Regulator Amplifier, Card 800, Figure 11

The regulator differential anplifier transistors Q803 and

Q802 compare a portion of the regulated 15 volts at potentiometer

R808 with a reference voltage provided by Zener diode CR803. Any

resultant error signal is amplified by transistor Q802, which

controls the current in transistor Q1 so as to correct the error.

Potentiometer R808 allows the adjustment of the supply to 15 volts.

-N AYIU*S. B IPS LAS aIn.,'wA•I*6P, 5. 6
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4.10.11 Earihone Amplifier, Card 800, Figure 11

The earphone amplifier consists of amplifier transistor 0804

and output transformer T801, whose 600 ohm secondary is connected

to a front panel earphone jack J4 (figure 3). The input signal

for transistor Q804 comes from a volume control potentiometer Rl

(figure 3). The input to the volume control comes from selector

switch S4 (figure 3), which'is used to select one of the 15 chan-

nels to be monitored with earphones (paragraph 4.10.6.1).

4.10.12 Counter Driver, Card 400, DNI, Figure 12

The dial pulse information used to operate the DNI comes from

the emitter of transistor Q701 through jack J3-D (Monitor Unit

chassis), the DNI interconnecting cable, Jl-D (DNI chassis) to

Card 400 DNI, pin 3. Integrator resistor R401 and capacitor C401

serve to remove any transients that may be picked up be the cable.

The dial pulses are reshaped by trigger circuit transistors Q401

and Q402, which in turn feed an emitter follower transistor Q403

used to furnish drive current for the counters and a delay circuit.

The counter drive signal comes from the emitter of transistor Q403

through capacitor C404 and appears at pin 400-19. Another output

from transistor 0403 operates a timing circuit which, in conjunc-

tion with card 300 (DNI), routes the dial pulses to the proper

counter, i. e., digit one to the first counter, digit two to the

second counter, etc.

During the off-hook condition before a digit is dialed; the

N .AtIAL &Eo?,A6V AM vmkyugs.Vug l,'. - ,- , ,5
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emitter of transistor 0403 is near +15 volts. This causes the

base of transistor 0404 to be positive with respect to its emitter.

Transistor 0404 is cut off, and its collector goes toward zero

volts. When the first in a series of dial pulses appears at tran-

sistor 0403, the voltage at the emitter goes negative. This

charges capacitor C402 through resistor R407 and diode CR401, and

furnishes base current for transistor 0404, changing the state of

the trigger circuit transistors 0404 and 0405. The emitter of

transistor 0405 now is near 15 volts. Dial pulsing occurs at a

repetition interval of approximately 100 msec. The discharge time

constant of capacitor C402 (in conjunction with resistors R408 and

R409,0 and the base junction of transistor 0404) is such that the

trigger circuit stays in the same condition as long as pulses con-

tinue to recharge capacitor C402 every 100 msec. At the end of a

dialed digit, a break in pulses longer than 200 to 300 msec occurs.

Capacitor C402 discharges sufficiently during this time to allow

trigger circuit transistors 0404 and 0405 to return to their

original state, producing a negative going transition at the out-

put (pin 400-18).

4.10.13 Digit Counter, Card 300, DNI. Figure 13

The negative pulses generated by card 400 (DNI) at the end of

each digit dialed are counted by a three stage binary counter

whose outputs are diode matrixed so as to provide a gating signal

on one of seven lines. The first digit causes only pin 300-1 (DNI)

* YSSI* •NS LAn, t~ W, WA U. . .. . . . . .
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to be positive, the second digit causes only pin 300-2 (DNI) to

be positive, etc. The DNI is made to record seven digits. Upon

receipt of the seventh digit signal from card 400 DNI, an output

from the diode matrix disables gate R309 and CR325, which prevents

further signals from entering the digit counter until the circuits

are reset manually.

4.10.14 Counter, Card 100, DITI, Figure 14

There are seven identical four stage binary counters which

count and store dialed numbers under the control of card 300 (DNI).

The counterr:for the first digit is gated by a positive signal at

pin 100-20 which comes from pin 300-1 (paragraph 4.10.13). The

counter for the second digit is gated by a positive signal at

pin 100-20 which comes from pin 300-2, etc. Since the cathode of

gate diode CR101 is at +15 volts, the positive gate voltage at

pin 100-20 of counter number one allows the diode to pass dial

pulses which come from pin 400-19 through pin 100-10. When

counter number two is to receive dial pulses, the gating signal

at pin 100-20 of counter number one is near ground, causing diode

CRI01 to be reverse biased so as not to pass dial pulses. The

dialed numbers counted and stored by the counters are in binary

form and must be converted to decimal form to be displayed.
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4.10.15 Matrix and Indicator Tube Drivers, Card 200,
DNI. Figure 15

A diode matrix (diodes CR201 through CR235) converts the

stored dialed numbers from binary to decimal form. There are

seven matrix cards, corresponding to the seven counter cards.

There are eight input lines, from the collectors of the four

counter flips-flops, to each matrix card. There are ten output

lines, ea ch of which feeds an indicator tube driver transistor

(Q201 through Q210). For example, if the numeral one is to be

displayed, the matrix output line connected to resistor R201 and

transistor Q201 base is released by diodes CR201, CR202, CR203,

and CR204. Resistor R201 furnishes base current, causing tran-

sistor Q201 to conduct. The collector of transistor Q201 is con-

nected to indicator tube cathode number one (numeral 1), supplying

operating current to the Nixie indicator tube. The driver tran-

sistors connected to the off indicator cathodes are biased off

by the matrix, and the collector voltage rises to more than 60

volts. This leaves insufficient voltage between indicator anode

and cathodes to make the off cathodes glow.

4.10.16 DII Reset, Card 400, DNI, Figure 12

The DNI recorded number and Monitor Unit line selector cir-

cuits are reset by operating RESET switch S2 (figure 16). One set

of contacts on switch S2 resets the Monitor Unit line selector

flip-flops directly. The reset line connects to the proper col-

lector of each flip-flop through isolating diodes (paragraph 4.31.
, , , SUAoo, IU.YI9bo a .*oo 6 . wWkmooogU. 3kG.
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Switch 62 applies +15 v dc to the rt Jet line, which connects

through DNI Jack Jl-E, the DNI interconnecting cable, and Monitor

Unit Jack J3-E to card 600-11.

The other set of contacts operates an 350 msec single-shot

circuit on card 400 (DNI). The single-shot, transistors 0406 and

0407, provides a reset pulse of a fixed length of time (350 muec)

each time the RESET switch S2 is operated. This is done to assure

proper resetting of all circuits in the event that the RESET

switch is operated and released too rapidly to provide a reliable

reset pulse.

The reset pulse is didtributed to all cards 100 (DNI) and

card 300 (DNI) through pins 400-10, 100-5, and 300-16. The remet

pulse then is fed through OR gate diodes on each card to one col-

lector of each flipUflop on all cards 100 (DNI) and card 300 (DNI).

Occurrence of the reset pulse returns the flip-flop collectors to

their original condition, where all indicator tubes are blank and

the counters are ready to receive another dialed number.

4.10.17 Power Supply. DNI Chassis. Figure 16

The DNI receives 24 v dc and regulated 15 v dc from the

Monitor Unit through the DNI interconnecting cable and pins A

and B of the POWER connector Jl. Switch S1 is the power switch.

Indicator Il indicates power on. The 24 v dc supplies power to

the POWER indicator and the dc to dc converter. The regulated

15 v dc powers all other low voltage circuits in the DNI.
•u•tUda.g,gii• mLag1egaylm.m waauui4leu, go., ,,,
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The number indicator tubes 12 through 118 required a 180 v dc

power supply. Since the AN/GTA-13 must be able to operate on a

24 volt battery supply, the indicator tube Voltage is generated

by a transistor dc to dc converter transistors Q1 and Q2. The

supply is a standard oscillator type utilizing transformer Ti

designed for converter use. The oscillator runs at a nominal

1 kc rate. The secondary ac voltage is rectified by bridge

circuit rectifiers CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4. The oscillator power

transistors 01 and 02 are protected against high voltage transients

by Zener diodes CR6 and CR7, which limit the collector voltage

peaks to 68 volts.

The rectified output voltage is filtered by capacitor Cl.

Series resistors R4, R5, and shunt regulator Zener diode CR5 regu-

late the output voltage at 180 volts during supply input voltage

and output load variation. Filters FLU and FL2 minimize any radio

interference caused by the power supply oscillator.

4.11 Mechanical Design

4.11.1 General

Originally, the AN/GTA-13 was to be one unit containing both

the Monitor Unit and Dialed Number Indicator circuits. In Decembe]

1961, SCL-4284 was amended to make the Dialed Number Indicator a

separate unit. The waterproofing requirement also was modified.

The rain tests while operating were deleted and replaced by an

immersion test of the equipment in its transit case.
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The Monitor Unit and Dialed Number Indicator are provided with

similar transit cases and mounting systems (figures 17 and 18).

When closed, the transit cases are air tight and provide mechanical

protection and waterproofing for the equipment. Both front and

rear transit case lids are removable to allow the equipment to be

operated while in 'the case. Cable storage is provided in the cases

The two units are easily removablo from the transit case racks

and can be mounted directly into any standard rack, making use of

the same captive panel screws used for transit case mounting.

4.11.2 Monitor Unit, Enuineering Test Model

Mechanical DesiQn

The1iiecihanical layout of the engineering test models of the

Monitor Unitincluded all fifteen channels required on the ser-

vice test models. Only five channels were completed electrically,

as specified in SCL-4284. The estimated weight and weight distri-

bution of the other ten channels were simulated by brass weights.

The Monitor Unit was designed for standard rack mounting and

has a front panel nineteen inches by five and one-quarter inches

high. The over-alldepthof the unit is 18-3/4 inches. The weight

is 38 pounds.

The top and bottom covers are quickly removable since these

are held in place by quarter turn fasteners. Figure 19'is a view

of the Monitor Unit with the top cover removed.

The printed circuit cards are mounted in three compartment,

with provision for sixteen cards in each compartment. The rear
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card compartment contains the warning tone generator, card 500, and

the compressor amplifier, cards 300. Although electrically the

same, there are two cards 300, designated 300A and 300B. The

physical layout of the components on these two types is different

in order to reduce coupling between the transformers of adjacent

channels. The cards are keyed so that they cannot be plugged into

the wrong connector.

The center card compartment contains the alarm card 700 and

the dc recovery cards 400. The front card compartment contains the

regulator amplifier card 800 and the relay control cards 600.

The last compartment forward contains the plug in recorder

control relays. The relay radio interference filters are enclosed

completely in a compartment and are the bulkhead feedthrough type

for optimum RFI reduction.

The INPUT MODE switches and associated components are mounted

at the rear of the unit. This compartment is accessible by

removing the rear panel.

The power supply compartment is shown at the left of figure 19

The regulator power transistor and rectifier heat sinks are mounted

directly against the side panel in order to conduct as much heat

as possible into the outer surfaces of the case.

Rugged handles are provided on the front panel for ease in

handling and for protection of the switches and indicators during

bench handling, etc. The side panels are extended to the rear and

formed so as to provide protection for the rear mounted components.
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These side panel extensions are drilled and reinforced to take

three-eighth inch stainless steel pins which are built into the

transit case racks. The Monitor Unit slides into the transit case

rack and is supported and held by the pins in the rear and the

panel screws in the front. The transit case rack is shock mounted

within the transit case by means of four Series 1000 Barry shock

mounts.

A plywood panel fitted with suitable web straps is made to

slide into the Monitor Unit transit case to provide for cable

storage. This panel can be seen above the Monitor unit in figure

17.

The transit case, over-all, is 24 inches wide, 12 inches

high, and 24 inches deep.

4.11.3 Monitor Unit. Service Test Model

Mechanical Design

Few changes were necessary in the original design of the

engineering test model. The only area requiring a change was the

transit case mounting system for the Monitor Unit and the cable

panel.

During the four-foot drop test at USAERDL, the stainless

steel threaded inserts into which the four Monitor Unit panel

screws mate, were broken. These inserts are pressed into the

aluminum transit case rack. They provide the sole support of the

unit in a front drop.
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When the engineering tes t model warn returned to NSLI these

inserts were replaced by a 1/4 inch thick steel bar with tapped

holes into which redesigned panel screws fit.

The unit was dropped four feet onto its front surface, rear

surface, and both side surfaces, with the modified fittings in

place. The Monitor Unit remained in place during the test. The

redesigned fittings were incorporated into the service test model.

There was some deformation of the chassis and panel caused

by the drop test. In order to provide more bracing, the bottom

cover of the service test model was screwed tightly to the chassis

and front panel instead of being attached with quick release

fasteners.

During the drop test, several transit case rivbt heads were

broken off. These were changed from 1/8 inch to 3/16 inch diameter

rivets.

During the bounce test of the engineering test model, the

cable panel stops on the transit case slides were broken off. The

cable panel slide arrangement in the service test model was changed

to avoid this problem.

The Mo~nitor Unit transit case was reduced to the following

over-all dimensions: a width of 23-1/4 inches, a height of 12.i-

inches, and a depth of 23-1/4 inches. The weight of the Monitor

Unit, transit case, and cables is 100 pounds.
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4.11.4 Dialed Number Indicator, Engineering Test
Model, Mechanical Design

The Dialed Number Indicator was designed for rack mounting.

Its front panel is 19 inches wide by 3-1/2 inches high. The over-

all dept of the DNI is 11-7/8 inches, and its weight is 12 pounds.

As shown in figure 20, there are three basic compartments. Removal

of an L-shaped top cover exposes two of the compartments. The

number indicator tube mount and the printed circuit connector

interwiring are accessible directly to the rear of the front panel.

The power supply compartment is isolated from all other circuits,

and the only two wires entering the compartment do so through feed-

through radio interference filters.

The plug-in circuit cards are reached by removing the rear

cover. There are sixteen printed circuit cards in the DNI.

The transit case mounting provisions are the same as for the

Monitor Unit. The over-all dimensions of the transit case are:

width, 24 inches; height, 8-1/4 inches; and depth, 18-1/2 inches.

4.11.5 Dialed Number Indicator, Service Test Model

Mechanical Design

The same changes in panel mounting system and rivet size

discussed in paragraph 4.11.3 were made to the DNI.

The size of the DNI transit case was reduced to the following

over-all dimensions: width, 23-1/4 inches; height, 7-1/2 inches;

and depth, 16-1/2 inches. The total weight of the DNI and transit

case is 50 pounds.
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4.11.6 Printed Circuit Cards

The majority of the electronic components are mounted on

repairable, plug in, printed circuit cards made of glass epoxy

material with etched copper wiring on one side only. The cards

have Elco staked-in connector pins which mate into Elco molded

connectors. Consideration was given to using etched wiring mother

boards with staked-in connector pins, but the method is believed

to be impractical for this device. Since a great many wires leave

the board and go to the chassis mounted switches, connectors, and

indicators, not much can be gained by using a mother board. It

also is difficult to produce a mother board with the close toler-

ances and many pins necessary. The exposed connector pins also

are very vulnerable to damage and are almost impossible to replace.

The assembled cards are epoxy dipped to provide moisture

proofing and mechanical protection for the components. The cards

fit into guides built into the connectors, and are keyed so they

cannot be plugged into the wrong connectors inadvertently.

The cards are positioned and held in place at the top by

easily removable hold downs. The long DNI cards are held along

the edges by card guide slots.

Extender cards are provided to make the plug in circuit cards

more accessible for servicing. The extender card is installed

between a card to be tested and its chassis mounted connector.

This raises the card above the others so that any connection on

the card can be reached with a test probe.
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A card puller is supplied with the Monitor Unit to assist in

the removal of cards. When not in use, the card puller is stored

in the power supply compartment.

4.12 Electrical Performance Data

4.12.1 General

After completion, the AN/GTA-13 service test models under-

went testing at simultaneous extremes of temperature and supply

voltage variations. The following paragraphs describe the test

methods used and contain typical data obtained during performance

testing.

The test data also applies to the engineering test models

in all areas except the compressor amplifier, card 300. Frequency

response, crosstalk, and warning tone level characteristics were

changed in the service test models. The applicable data are

given for both models of the equipment.

4.12.2 DC Recovery

The dc recovery circuits were tested using a test assembly,

such as the one shown in figure 21, to simulate the dc conditions

of a common battery telephone system.

4.12.2.1 INPUT MODE SWITCH Position 1 (Ringdown Line)

This mode was tested in conjunction with recorder control,

(see paragraph 4.12.5). In this mode of operation, dc recovery

is inoperative.
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4.12.2.2 INPUT MODE SWITCH Position 2 (24 v Line)

Telephone line voltage of 12 volts (measured at monitor

input) turned on the supervisory lamp, simulating off-hook con-

dition. Line voltage of 19 volts turned off supervisory lamp,

simulating on-hook condition.

4.12.2.3 INPUT MODE SWITCH Position 3 (48 v Line)

Line voltage of 24 volts turned on the supervisory lamp

(off-hook condition). Line voltage of 38 volts turned off the

supervisory lamp (on-hook condition).

4.12.2.4 INPUT MODE SWITCH Position 4 (60 v Line)

Line voltage of 30 volts turned on the supervisory lamp (off-

hook condition). Line voltage of 48 volts turned off the super-

visory lamp (on-hook condition).

4.12.2.5 Limits of Operation

The voltages given for the three modes of operation are the

design limits, and actual lamp switching occurred between these

values when there existed any combination of ambient temperature

and power line voltage specified in SCL-4284.

4.12.3 Dialed Number Indicator

The Dialed Number Indicator was tested in conjunction with

the related dc recovery circuits and operated properly under the

same extremes of temperature and voltage.
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4.12.4 Recorder Control

Relay closure was tested by connecting an ohmmeter between

the red and green wires of the recorder control output cable. An

audio signal generator, Hewlett Packard 650A, having a 600 ohm

calibrated variable output, was used to supply the test signal to

the channel being tested. The input signal was increased slowly

from -40 dbm or less until the recorder control relay contacts

closed. The level of operation was a nominal -30 dbm. The relay

contacts remained closed for approximately 30 seconds after the

input signal was removed or was reduced to less than -33 dbm.

While subjected to any combination of specified ambient

temperature and power line voltage, the operating level of the

control relay was between -26 dbm and -33 dbm, and the holding

time was between 26 and 35 seconds.

4.12.5 Supervisory Signal (Ringdown Mode)

During the ringdown mode of operation, the. recorder control

circuitry is util-ized in lieu of dc line signals to operate the

supervisory lamp. This function was tested usinp the same input

test signal as in paragraph 4.12.4. The INPUT MODE SWITCH of the

channel being tested was set at position 1, ringdown mode. The

supervisory LINE indicator lamp came on simultaneously with relay

operation and remained on for the nominal 30 second relay holding

interval.
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4.12.6 Warning Tone

4.12.6.1 Engineering Test Model

This signal was tested with a 600 ohm load across the Monitor

Unit line input pair corresponding to the channel under test. An

oscilloscope was used in conjunction with a comparison signal

generator to measure the warning tone level and timing. The warn-

ing tone level applied to the monitored line was set at -10 to

-14 dbm with a 600 ohm load. The warning tone level at the

Monitor Unit output was approximately 0 dbm.

Typcial warning tone timing under any combination of speci-

fied ambient temperature and power line voltage was as follows:

1) interval -- 12.2 seconds to 15.5 seconds,

2) on time -- 175 msec to 200 msec, and

3) tone frequency -- 1,420 cps to 1,500 cps.

This is within the limits specified in FCC Order Docket No. 6787,

which specifies:

1) interval -- 12 seconds to 18 seconds,

2) on time -- 160 msec to 240 msec, and

3) tone frequency -- 1,260 cps to 1,540 cps.

4.12.6.2 Service Test Model

A modification (paragraph 4.10.6.2) was made to the com-

pressor amplifier circuitry which reduced the warning tone level

at the output to approximately -9 to -10 dbm, or about the same

level as that applied to the monitored l1ne., In all other
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respects, the warning tone performance data was essentially the

same as obtained from the engineering test model,

paragraph 4.12.6.1.

4.12.7 Compressor Amplifier

The compressor amplifier was tested using an audio signal

generator, Hewlett-Packard 650A, having a 600 ohm calibrated vari-

able output. An audio voltmeter, Ballantine 310A, was used to

measure output levels. All LINE INPUT and monitor OUTPUT lines

were terminated in 600 ohms while under test.

4.12.7.1 Compression

The compressor amplifier was designed to maintain its output

level within -15 dbm to +4 dbm with a line input signal level of

from -30 dbm to +10 dbm. An internal level adjustment was pro-

vided and was set to give a nominal 0 dbm output with a 0 dbm

line input signal at 1 kc. Typical 1 kc compression figures were

as follows:

Input Output

+10 dbm +3 dbm

0 dbm 0 dbm
-10 dbm -2 dbm
-20 dbm -6 dbm
-30 dbm -15 dbm
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4.12.7.2 Frequency Response, Engineering Test Model

The low frequency response of the original amplifier fell

too rapidly at low input levels such as -20 to -30 dbm. The

amplifier was modified to overcome the problem as explained in

paragraph 4.10.6.2.

4.12.7.3 Frequency Response, Service Test Model

The frequency response characteristic of the final amplifier

design met the specification (±1 db; 500 cps to 3,300 cps) at all

useable signal levels. Figure 22 is a graph showing typical

frequency response curves with input levels of 0 dbm and -30 dbm.

4.12.8 Crosstalk Coupling Attenuation, Engineering

Test Model

Crosstalk coupling attenuation was determined by providing

a 0 dbm signal to the input of a given channel and measuring the

signal level which appeared at the output of an adjacent channel.

This test was made with the WARNING TONE switches ON and the

INPUT MODE switch in position 2, 3, or 4 (supervisory lamp on),

which makes the warning tone coupling circuits operative. There-

fore, any crosstalk coupling introduced by these circuits was

included in the measurement. Typical crosstalk coupling attenua-

tion was between 50 and 60 dbm over the frequency range of 300 to

3,500 cps. These measurements were made using a Ballantine 310A

voltmeter in conjunction with two Spencer-Kennedy variable filters

set to provide a relatively narrow bandpass.
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4.12.9 Crosstalk Coupling Attenuation, Service Test Model

A modification was made in the final amplifier to increase

the crosstalk attenuation (paragraph 4.10.6.2). The coupling

attenuation between the final amplifiers was greater than 60 db

over the frequency range of 300 to 3,500 cps.

4.12.10 Harmonic Distortion

Typical harmonic distortion figures, measured with a Hewlett-

Packard 650A signal generator and a Hewlett-Packard harmonic dis-

tortion analyzer, were as follows:

Total Harmonic Distortion

Frequency Input Level
(cps) 0 dbn -10 dbm -20 dbm h -30 dbm

300 2.0% 1.5% Less than 1.0% Less than 1.0%

500 1.5% 0.5% Less than 0.5% Less than 0.5%

1000 1.0% 0.5% Less than 0.5% Less than 0.5%

2000 0.4% 0.5% Less than 0.5% Less than 0.5%

3000 0.3% 0.2% Less than 0.2% Less than 0.2%

3300 0.2% 0.2% Less than 0.2% Less than 0.2%

4.12.11 Noise Level

National Scientific Laboratories did not have a Transmission

Measuring Test set TS-559/FT or the equivalent; however,

Mr. Faughnan of USAERDL brought a TS-559/FT with him on one of
NATIAL NSIONTIIG LAINIOATO*, WA0 PO1No. D. 4.
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his visits to National Scientific Laboratories. A noise measure-

ment was made on a compressor amplifier card that was similar to

the final design which appears in the engineering test model.

In that test, the noise level proved to be 15 dba or less. The

final service test model amplifier was tested at a later date

with similar results.

4.12.12 Line Loading

The loading presented to a telephone line by the compressor

amplifier was determined by measuring the signal loss which

occurred through a 600 ohm resistor in series with the Monitor

Unit input line. Typical loss figures were:

(XE-1) (XE-2)
Frequency Loss Loss

(cps) (db) (db)

300 0.3 1.0
500 0.5 1.0

1000 0.8 0.9
2000 0.8 0.9
3000 0.8 0.9
3500 0.9 0.9

4.12.13 Longitudinal Balance

Longitudinal balance was measured using the test method

shown in figure 23. The figure given is the difference in db

between output 1 and output 2. The longitudinal balance was

typically as follows:

NATbONASL WIINIiM LAIAgIIU, WASINOITOW, 8, 4.
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(XE-I) (XE-2)
Frequancy Balance' Balance

(cps) (db), (db)

300 -54 -49
500 -56 -48

1000 -55 -48
2000 -49 -47
3000 -44 -45
3500 -44 -44

4.12.14 Regulated 15 Volt Power Supvly

Typical performance of the 15 volt dc regulated power

supply was as follows:

Ambient Peak-to-Peak
Temperature Voltage Ripple

-250 F 14.5 10 mv
680 F 15.0 5 mv

1250 F 15.4 5 mv

There was negligible voltage variation due to power line voltage

variation of ±10%.

4.12.15 Unregulated 24 Volt Power Supply

The 24 volt power supply voltage varies directly with

power line or battery supply voltage. Typical ripple voltages

when a 60 cycle supply was used are as follows:

Ambient Peak-to-Peak
Temperature Ripple

-250 F 2.0 volts
680 F 1.2 volts

1250 F 1.5 volts

The AN/GTA-13 performed satisfactorily with a 60 cycle supply

variation of ±10% and a 24 battery supply variation of -10%, +25%.
UAYWMAL "IMkInG LAUSAYI. *SOUAU.a.
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4.12.16 Radio Interference Measuremants

4.12.16.1 Test Setup and Agui~ment Used

Interference measurements were made in a shielded enclosure

located at National Scientific Laboratories, The general test

setup and procedures specified in MIL-1-11748 were used. However,

the particular measuring instruments called for in the specifica-

tion were not available. The basic measuring instrumnt used was

the same as specified but the accessory antenna systems differed.

The basic measuring instrument was an Empire Devices RF-10S

receiver with appropriate plug-in RF heads to cover the frequency

range from 150 kc to 1000 Mc. A 41 inch whip antenna was used in

making measurements from 150 kc to 30 Mc. Empire Devices dipole

antennas were used for the range 30 Mc to 1000 Mc.

Conducted measurements were made using standard power line

stabilization networks to feed the 50 ohm input of the NF-10S.

Calibration was accomplished using the impulse noise calibrator

supplied as an accessory to the NF-105.

While testing for recorder control relay interference, an

input signal to the Monitor Unit was provided by a TA-43 telephone.

To speed up measurements, the 30 second relay holding interval

was shortened to about one second by temporarily reducing the

value of R612 on card 600. A recorder remote control circuit

was sivilated by supplying SC ma at 120 v dq to the Monitor Unit

relay contacts.
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A test assembly (figure 21) was used to simulate a dial

telephone line for operation of the Dialed Number Indicator.

4.12.16.2 Radiated Interference

The only radiated interference detected was due to recorder

control relay contacts and occurred in the areas of 8 Mc and

50 Mc (figure 24). The limit specified in MIL-I-11748B is given

in microvolts per megacycle for a specific antenna. Since that

antenna was not available, a direct comparison between the level

shown in figure 24 and the limit given in MIL-I-11748B cannot

be made.

4.12.16.3 Conducted Interference

Conducted interference measurements were made using both

the 60 cycle ac and +24 v dc battery power sources. The graph

in figure 25 is a plot of the maximum levels obtained with either

power source. The types of interference measured were as follows:

a. power supply rectifier noise up to about 500 kc,

b. relay contact noise above 500 Xc, and

c. in the area of 5 to 15 Mc, some Nixie indicator tube

hash was detected but was 10 to 15 db below the relay

contact noise.

Conducted interference levels can be compared directly with the

MIL-I-11748 limit, which also is plotted in figure 25.

AN/GTA-13 conducted interference from any source is wall

within the specified limit.
HA edISAL SENSpU LA UIS WA g , . i,7
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No change was made in the equipment which would tend to

increase the interference; however, spot checks were made on the

service test model for comparison with the results of engineering

test model measurements. The checks confirmed that the inter-

ference levels of the two models were essentially the same.

4.12.16.4 Chopper Signal Level

Although not required under MIL-I-11748, a measurement

was made of the 8 kc dc recovery chopper signal which appears on

a monitored line. A Stoddard NM-40 low frequency receiver was

used. The following conducted levels were measured at 8.6 kc.

600 ohm line termination -- 0.3 4v

10 k ohm line termination -- 20.0 pv

10 k ohm line to ground -- 50.0 Lv

No radiated chopper signal could be detected with the

electrostatic probe antenna located one foot from the simulated

telephone line.

4.12.16.5 Power Line Conducted Susceptibility

Power line conducted susceptibility tests were made in

accordance with MIL-I-11748B, and no undesirable response or

malfunctioning was produced.
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5. OVZR-ALL CONCLUSIONS

The first equipment resulting from this contract has proved

to be a versatile and reliable device which will meet the need for

a monitoring set. All the operational requirements have been met,

and simplicity of operation has been retained.

The AN/GTA-13 should prove to be as reliable as predicted,

because the factors which were found to have the greatest effect

on reliability were given first consideration throughout design

and construction.

The majority of the electronic circuits are on pluckout cards

which offer a distinct advantage when servicing becomes necessary.

Most malfunctions can be corrected at the operating site by lower

echelon personnel with minimum down time for the equipment.

Semiconductor devices were used (except for the number

indicator tubes) to good advantage with regard to reliability,

power requirements, size, and weight. It is concluded that the

AN/GTA-13 could be made smaller only if an entirely different

design approach is used. The alternative methods available either

are extremely costly or preclude the repair of pluckout modules.

The over-all power drain of roughly two watts per channel is quite

low in view of the many functions provided by each channel.

No special components or construction techniques required

during development of the equipment would present any particular

problems in quantity production.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

Specification SCL-4284 called for a frequency response of

+1 db between 500 and 3300 cps. In some instances this may prove

to be a disadvantage, particularly on poor circuits with consider-

able noise and crosstalk. The primary disadvantage, aside from

operator irritation, is the possibility of recorder control opera-

tion on unwanted signals. It may be advisable to consider tailor-

ing the response to roughly correspond to that through a telephone

set.

The requirement for the four-foot drop test resulted in a

transit case system which increased the volume and weight by 100

percent over that of the basic rack mounted equipment. If normal

usage of the equipment does not make this requirement imperative,

a considerable saving in size, weight, and cost could be realized.

Because of the large number of cables used with the equipment,

it may be desirable to provide a separate container, such as a

canvas bag, for the cables rather than to provide space for them

within the transit case.

If the AN/GTA-13 is to be used to a limited degree on 60 volt

foreign systems, it may be practical to delete the 60 volt INPUT

MODE SWITCH position and associated circuitry. In practice, the

48 volt position would permit operation on 60 volt systems on all

but subscriber lines approaching the limiting length for proper

central office operation.
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7. IDENTIFICATION OF KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

7.1 Man-Hour Contribution of Key Personnel

Name Position Man-Hours

Stimson, F. E. Project Engineer 3178

Halchak, J. Staff Engineer 2456

Mondin, P. J. Senior Engineer 656

Adams, R. L. Junior Engineer 855

Stalder, E. W. Physicist 671

Callender, W. L. Mechanical Engineer 314

In addition to the above listed engineering personnel, Messrs.

W. C. Green, D. K. Martin, and Wendell E. Lepper have contributed

to the success of AN/GTA-13 development by providing advisory

services as required.

7.2 Resumes

Appendix I of this report contains resumes of the professional

experiences of each of the above named engineers.
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TABLE I

Controls, Indicators, and Connectors: Monitor Unit.

Control, Indicator,
or Connector Function

LINE Indicator Lamp (15). Indicates line in use. Indicates

line use directly in common battery

systems and is voice operated by a

signal greater than -30 dbm on ring-

down lines. After operation from a

ringdown line, the lamp holds for

approximately 30 seconds after the

line signal ceases.

DIALED NUMBER INDICATOR Allows dial signaling to be recorded
switch (15).

on the Dialed Number Indicator (DNI).

If two or more of these switches are

in the ON position, the first dial

sequence received on the applicable

line will be recorded on the Dialed

Number Indicator, and dial information

on any other line will be excluded

until the RESET button is operated.

WARNING TONE-OFF Applies the standard 1400 cps warning
Switch (15).

tone on the line, being monitored, as

required.
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TABLE I. (Cont,)

Control, Indicator,
or Connector Function

RECORDER CONTROL-OFF Allows the automatic recorder control
Switch (15).

function to be disabled.

RECORDER CONTROL Provides voice frequency signal output
Connector (15).

to a recorder and relay contacts which

automatically operate a recorder when

a VF signal greater than -30 dbm

appears on a monitored line.

LINE SELECTOR Switch. A 15-position rotary switch which

allows the operator to monitor any of

the fifteen channels.

VOLUME Control. Adjusts earphone volume.

EARPHONE Connector. A standard audio connector for earphone

signal output.

ALARM RESET-OFF Switch. When the switch is in the center

position, an audible alarm is sounded

when a call is initiated on any

channel. The alarm may be reset by

operating the sw.tch upward and releas-

ing it to its spring loaded position.
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TABLE I (Cont.)

Control, Indicator,

or Connector Function

The alarm may be disabled by position-

ing the switch to the OFF position.

POWER Indicator. Indicates power ON.

POWER ON-OFF Switch. Applies power to the equipment, either

ac or dc, whichever .is connected.

INPUT MODE SWITCHES (15). Selects the mode of operation of the

Monitor Unit according to the type of

line being monitored.

Position 1 - Ringdown Line

Position 3 - 24 v Line

Position 3 - 48 v Line

Position 4 - 60 v Line

LINE INPUT Connector. Connects the fifteen monitor inputs

to a switchboard main frame.

AC-DC POWER Connector. Oonnects either 115-230 v ac or 24 v dc

to the AN/GTA-13.

DNI Connector. Interconnects the Monitor Unit and the

DNI.
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TABLE I.(Contt)

Control, In4icator,

or Connector Function

115 V - 230 V Switch. Converts AN/GTA-13 to either 115 v ac

or 230 v ac operation.

115 V AC Fuse, 1/2 Amp. Fuses the 115 v ac power line.

230 V AC Fuse, 1/4 Amp. Fuses the 230 v ac power line.

24 V DC Fuse, 1-1/2 Amp. Fuses the 24 v dc supply line.
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TABLE 11

Controls, Indicators, and Connector: DNI

Control, Indicator,
or Connector Function

POWER, Indicator. Indicates power ON.

POWER, ON-OFF Switch. Applies power to the equipment.

RESET Pushbutton Switch. Removes recorded number from indicators

DIALED NUMBER, Indicator Provides visual display of seven
Tubes (7).

digit telephone number.

POWER Connector. Interconnects the Monitor Unit and the

DNI.
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APPENDIX I

The following pages are resumes of the professional experience

of:

Stimson, Francis E.

Halchak, Joseph

Mondin, P. J.

Adams, Robert L.

Stalder, Ernest W.

Callender, William L.
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FRANCIS E. STIMSON

Mr. Stimson is a Project Engineer on the Research and
Development staff of National Scientific Laboratories. He has
been associated with National Scientific Laboratories since 1952.
At present, he is Project Engineer responsible for the design
and development of the Telephone Monitor Set, AN/GTA-13(XE-i).

He is a graduate of Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
Washington, D. C.; two year course in electronics engineering
with an Associate Engineering Degree. He also attended the
Transistor course at CREI. While in the military service he
completed the electronic fire control systems course at the
U. S. Army Signal School, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.

Mr. Stimson has demonstrated his capacity for ably carrying
the administrative and engineering burdens of several NSL develop-
ment projects.

Prior to his present design assignment, Mr. Stimson was
Senior Engineer, and later Project Engineer on the Synchronizer,
SN-228. He was directly responsible for the design of much of
the circuitry used in the device. The general circuit types
included a stable tuning fork oscillator, counting and gating
circuits, Flipflops, trigger circuits, and special delay and
timing circuits.

After acceptance of engineering test models by the Signal
Corps, Mr. Stimson was appointed Project Engineer on a project to
supply ten additional SN-228 Synchronizers. This involved a number
of modifications and improvements to the original electrical and
mechanical designs, as well as the meeting of strict test require-
ments. The excellent performance of the Synchronizer led to a
commendation from the Signal Corps for the excellent administration,
cooperation, and fulfillment of this procurement.

During his earlier years at National Scientific Laboratories,
Mr. Stimson participated in the development of a carrier landing
trainer system. On this assignment, he assisted the Project Enginee:
in development, construction, and testing of television camera and
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projection equipment. He has contributed to the development of an
oscillographic pressure-time recorder. This included circuit design
and experimental adjustment of a stable crystal oscillator, frequency
dividers, pulse and gate circuits, and regulated power supplies. He
has worked in projects involving the use of shielded enclosures and
field intensity measuring equipment. This has included the measure-
ment, correction, and suppression of radio interference. He also
assisted in the design, construction, and performance testing of an
anechoic chamber. Through subsequent use of the chamber, he gained
experience in the field of sound measurement and analysis.

While serving in the U. S. Army, Mr. Stimson was concerned with
the repair and maintenance of electronic fire control, radar, and
computer systems. Specific systems included the T-33 (M-33), and
T-38.



JOSEPH HALCHAK

Mr. Halchak is a Staff Engineer with National Scientific
Laboratories. In addition to taking part in the design and
development of the Monitor Set, Telephone, AN/GTA-13(XE-1), he
has participated significantly in several other National
Scientific Laboratories design and development projects.

Education:

Maryland University, College Park, Maryland, courses leading
toward degree in Electrical Engineering.

George Washington University, Washington, D. C., major studies
toward degree in Electrical Engineering.

Graduate, Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Washington, D. C.
U. S. Army Signal Corps Radio School, Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey.

Experience:

Previous to his present assignment, Mr. Halchak had been in-
volved with the projects for the design and development of and
production of the SN-228 Synchronizer Engineering and Service Test
Models. His contributions were in circuit design and test, as well
as in the fabrication of many of the printed circuit components
contained in these units.

Some other projects with which Mr. Halchak has been concerned
while at National Scientific Laboratories include a radio trans-
mitter interference reduction study; a study of the use of neon
tubes as elements in matrices; the development of low level transis-
tor switching and regulating devices, their miniaturization, and
their packaging; the design and construction of an electronic
correlator for use in signal detection under unfavorable conditions;
the design and construction of an electromechanical shift register;
the investigation of phase locked oscillators for use as logic ele-
ments; and the study of tunnel diodes for use as logic elements,
shift registers, etc.

While in the U. S. Army, he was assigned to the installation,
repair, and maintenance of communications equipment as a member of
the White House Signal Detachment.



P. J. MONDIN

Mr. Mondin is a member of the Research and Development Staff
at National Scientific Laboratories, Inc. in the capacity of a
Senior Electronic Engineer. His present assignment is to a project
for which he has made extensive studies involving all phases of the
detection, measurement, and correction of spurious radiation. He
has been with NSL since December, 1959.

Education:
Graduate courses at George Washington University which will
lead to MSEE degree.

West Virginia University, BSEE degree.
Transistor courses at Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
Washington, D. C.

Professional affiliations:
American Institute of Electrical Engineering
Institute of Radio Engineers

Experience:
During the time Mr. Mondin has been associated with NSL, he

has done research for several laboratory projects. In addition to
his studies relating to measurement and reduction of RFI, other of
his NSL assignments have included projects such as study and design
for the Multiline Monitor.

Before joining the NSL staff, Mr. Mondin was an R and D engineer
with a large production and development concern. He designed and
developed such communication circuitry as IF amplifiers, oscillators,
detectors, discriminators, video amplifiers, and associated circuits.

While concerned with the data processing field, Mr. Mondin de-
signed and developed bistable, astable, and monostable circuits, as
well as gating circuits for programming devices. He optimized the
design of transistorized data storage circuits including pulse ampli-
fiers and diode matrices. He is familiar with the use of Veitch dia-
grams in Boolean expressions, simplification techniques for optimum
Boolean transfer functions, and design of circuits to achieve final
expression.

During this time, his experience also included preproduction
testing leading to the redesign and optimizing of electronic circuits
His experience was specifically applied to the fields of airborne
reconnaissance, pulse and data handling equipments.



ROBERT L. ADAMS

Mr. Adams is a Junior Engineer on the Research and Development
staff of National Scientific Laboratories. At present, he is work-
ing on the design of transistor circuits for the Telephone Monitor
Set and on a Hall effect device for measuring magnetic fields.

Education:

Continuing studies toward an Electrical Engineering degree:
accumulated credits have been earned at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, George Washington University, and the University
of Virginia.

Experience:

Prior to joining the staff of National Scientific Laboratories,
Mr. Adams worked both as a Technician and as a Junior Design Engineer
on projects concerned with radar simulators, time sequence display
circuitry, and magnetic shift registers.

Mr. Adams has a remarkable talent for the design of circuits
and electrical devices. Some of these projects have won him recog-
nition at both state and regional levels. He designed and built a
radio transmitter capable of tuning automatically to the frequency
of a received signal. Another of his devices was a speech analyzer.
This unit converted speech into electrical code and made a recording.
The repetition of the same word caused the machine to exhibit a
light signal indicating the repeat. He was also the winner of a
Bausch and Lomb award.

Currently, Mr. Adams is building a laser or optical maser. In
this connection, he is attempting to increase the efficiency of the
laser. This is to be a solid state device utilizing a ruby as the
laser material.



ERNEST W. STALDER

Mr. Stalder is a Physicist on the Research and Development
Staff of National Scientific Laboratories, Inc. Since August,
1961, he has been associated with several laboratory projects.
His current assignment involves the investigation of the Hall-
effect as applied to the measurement of magnetic fields.

aducations
Presently enrolled at the Catholic University of America
taking courses leading to a PhD degree in Physics.
Previous courses in Physics at the University of Maryland.

Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois; MS in
Physics, August, 1958.

Northwestern University: BSIN, June, 1957.

Publicatios:
"Anisotropy of the Magneto-electric Effect in Cr20 3 ",
Physical Review Letters, June 1, 1961; Folen, Rado,
Stalder.

Zxnerien~ces

While on the NSL staff, Mr. Stalder was engaged in experi-
mental work on antiferromagnotism in solid state physics. While
with another largo engineering firm, he observed and participated
in an existing molecular electronics operation with a view toward
establishing a similar laboratory for research and development
in microcircuitry techniques.

Mr. Stalder has had experience in programming and operating
digital computers. He also has done work on improving the regu-
lation, ripple, and stability characteristics of microwave power
supplies.

While At Northwestern University, he did experimental re-
search on X-ray polarization by scattering, on the work function
of photocathodes, and on the conductivity of indium antimonide.
Later, he investigated creep-rates in ice monQcrystals and grew
polycrystalline ice of random orientation.



WILLIAM L. CALLENDER

Mr. Callender is a Senior Mechanical Engineer and for many years
has been Engineer in charge of the Model Shop of National Scientific
Laboratories. He is responsible for the operation and direction of
all creative activities of a mechanical nature. During his service,
he has improved shop facilities, broadened project capability, and
established methods for improving the capacity and quality of work.
In addition to the above duties, Mr. Callender has participated in
numerous Research and Development projects.

Education:
George Washington University, Washington, D. C., Mechanical
Engineering

Experience:
While employed by National Scientific Laboratories, Mr. Callender

has contributed to the design, development, and fabrication of minia-
ture power supplies, servo controlled heavy gimbal assemblies, and
numerous complex electromechanical devices. He was Project Engineer
and sole designer of the mechanical and electrical control assemblies
of special film projection equipment for the National Institutes of
Mental Health.

Before joining the NSL staff, Mr. Callender was Engineer-owner of
the Accelabar Company, Bladensburg, Maryland. He also held positions
as Engineer/Vice President, Engineer/Tool Designer, and First Class
Toolmaker with industrial and research organizations. As such, he
did research, design, and development work on various mechanical and
electromechanical devices, including internal combustion engines,
automatic door operators, vending machines, telemetering equipment,
scanning devices, etc.

Mr. Callender has made special studies of precision mechanical
inspection techniques, surface funishing methods, and metallurgy re-
lated thereto. He has designed and produced special tools, jigs, and
fixtures. He holds various patent rights, including a U. S. Patent on
a basic mechanical movement. His experience in production work gives
him an insight with regard to initial design that results in favorable
tooling and production costs.
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